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News Releases and Speeches
1990
An index to selected news releases and speeches
issued by NASA Headquarters during 1990.




This issue of the Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches contains a listing of news
releases distributed by the Office of Public Affairs, NASA Headquarters, and a selected listing
of speeches presented by members of the Headquarters staff during 1990. This index supple-
ments the previous issues that were identified as Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches
1963-1966, and the supplements for 1967 through 1989.
The index is arranged in six sections - Subject Index, Personal Names Index, News Release
Number Index, Accession Number Index, Speeches, and News Releases.
Section 1, Subject Index, contains subject headings arranged alphabetically that describe the
contents of the items indexed. Under each heading the user will find applicable references to
news releases and speeches containing information on that subject entry and, in many cases,
cross-references to related subject headings. Each entry contains the title, accession number,
news release number, and reference section (05 for Section 5, Speeches and 06 for Section 6,
News Releases).
Two types of cross-references are used:
S for 'SEE' directs the user to a subject heading where references can be found--
COMSAT
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP.




Section 2, Personal Names Index, contains personal names arranged alphabetically that identify
the persons mentioned in the indexed items or, in the case of speeches, the speaker. Each entry
contains the title, accession number, news release number, and the reference section. The
symbol + is used to identify speeches presented by the person under whose name they are
indexed.
Section 3, News Release Number Index, lists all numbered NASA News Releases arranged in
news release number order, with the corresponding accession and reference numbers.
Section 4, Accession Number Index, lists all items indexed in this publication arranged in acces-
sion number order. Each entry contains the reference section and the corresponding news
release number.
Section 5, Speeches, lists the speeches indexed in this publicaton arranged in accession number
order. Each entry contains the title, speaker, date of release, and other reference information.
Section 6, News Releases, lists the news releases, press briefings, news conference transcripts,
and other public information releases indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number
order. Each news release reference contains the title, date of release, news release number, if
any, and other reference information.
Copies of documents listed in this index are available to NASA offices on request from the NASA
Center for AeroSpace Information, P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport, MD 21240. Requests for copies
of the index itself should be addressed to the Scientific and Technical Information Program, Code
NTT, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, DC 20546.
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SECTION 1
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES 1990
SUBJECT INDEX
APRIL 1991
"lypical Subject Index Listing
I REFERENCE/
I SECTION I--'l
I NUMBER I I
AIRCRA_DES,GN /
[--- HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT ACCEPTANCE LINKED I
| TO TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS |
I [NASA RELEASE-90-40] _ 06"
_ ACCESSION
_ NUMBER
The title of the news release or speech is used as
the prime retrieval point. The accession number is
located at the bottom right of the entry, followed
by a two-digit number (05 or 06) identifying the
index section where the complete citation appears,




ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-90-122J P90-10122 06
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, U.S.S.R.
JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES




S ADVANCED EARTH OBSERVING SATELLITE
ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS
SA ORGANIZATION CHANGE
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
[NASA RELEASE-90-161] P90-10161 06
ADVANCED EARTH OBSERVING SATELLITE
U.S. AND U SSR AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-90-105{ P90-10105 06
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-t06] P90-10106 06
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM/ALS/
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-90-113J P90-10113 06
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR/SHUTTLE/
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
INASA RELEASE-90-68[ P90-10068 06
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY FALL FACULTY
CONVOCATION P90-10185 05
ADVANCED TDR SATELLITE SYSTEM
S ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SAT
SYS.
ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SAT. SYS.
ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY
SATELLITE PHASE El RFP RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-90-2} P90-10002 06
ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
S X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
ADVISORY COMM. ON FUTURE U.S. SPACE PRGM.
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
[NASA RELEASE-90-161] P90-10161 06
TRULY TO IMPLEMENT IMMEDIATELY SOME
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-90-162] P90-10162 06
AEROBRAKING
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10174 05
AERODYNAMICS
RESEARCH EXPERIMENTS TO MONITOR COLUMBIA
RE-ENTRY
[NASA RELEASE-90*8} P90-10008 06
AEROJET CO.
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
{NASA RELEASE-90-113J P90-10113 06
AEROJET SPACE BOOSTERS CO., SACRAMENTO, CA
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-90-681 I:X30-I0068 06
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH
NASA'S FIRST 'A' MARKS 75 YEARS OF
ACHIEVEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-90-35] P90-10035 06
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-136} P90-I0136 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P90-10166 05
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-t0167 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C
P90-10171 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES. CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITrEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
REMARKS BY J. R. THOMPSON. NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-10178 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK 1::'90-10182 05
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE: TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P90-10190 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P90-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN COCKPIT; DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10192 05
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M LANDON
LECTURE; KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATrAN.
KANSAS 1°90-10193 05
AERONAUTICS
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
[NASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
SPACE GRANT COLLEGE AND FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM PHASE II ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-90-75] P90-10075 06
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[ NASA RELEASE-90-88] P90-10088 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1261 P90-10126 06
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE*90-91 P9£1-10009 06
COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL REFERENCE HAS SPACE
AND EARTH APPLICATIONS
i NASA RELEASE-90-301 P90-10030 06
U3. AND U.S.S.R. CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-gO-130] P90-10130 06
AEROSPACE PLANES
SA X-30 AIRCRAFT
DOD/NASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAL AERO-SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR TEAM
INASA RELEASE-90-711 P90-10071 06
TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
JNASA RELEASE-90-147] P90-10147 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P90-10166 05
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET
PROPULSION SYMPOSIUM; ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
P90-10168 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN P90-10170 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C
P90-10171 05
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D C
P90-10174 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
REMARKS BY J R THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-10178 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN OEX;KPIT; DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10192 05
AGENZIA SPAZIALE ITAUANA




SA CIVIL SPACE AGREEMENT, U.SS.R./U S.
SA INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
CONTEL TO TRANSFER TITLE OF TORSS TO NASA
I NASA RELEASE-90-861 P90-10086 06
AGRICULTURAL AND TECH. STATE UNIV., N.C.
S NORTH CAROLINA A. AND T. STATE UNIV
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AIAA
S AMERICAN INST. OF AERON AND
ASTRONAUTICS
AIR FORCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS LAB., OHIO
NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
INASA RELEASE-90-841 P90-10084 06
AIR FORCE GEOPHYSICS LAB, HANSCOM, MASS.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE +
{ NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
AIR FORCE SPACE SYSTEMS OIV.
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-931 P90-10093 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-971 P90-10097 06
CRRES LAUNCH DELAYED ONE TO TWO WEEKS
INASA RELEASE-90-gBI P90-10098 06
AIR FORCE SPACE TEST/TRANSPORTATION PRGM.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90_941 P90-10094 06
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND
X-29 SHOWS UNEXPECTED MANEUVERABILITY IN
'HIGH-ALPHA' FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-90-521 P90-10052 06
AIR FORCE 6885TH AEROSPACE TEST WING
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
J NASA RELEASE-90-661 P90+10066 06
AIR FORCE, U.S.
SA VANDENBERG AFB. CALIF
SA WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
1NASA RELEASE-90-1131 P90-t0113 06
AIR POLLUTION
SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-90-171 P90-10017 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH: EROS DATA CENTER
DEDICATION; SIOUX FALLS, SD P90-10184 05
AIRBORNE ARCTIC STRATOSPHERIC EXPEDITION
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC




S BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT











S VARIABLE WING AIRCRAFT
S X-29 AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
NASA F-16XL AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-591 P90-10059 06
A-2
NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
I NASA RELEASE-90-841 P90-10084 06
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
I NASA RELEASE-90-115 } Pg0-10115 06
AIRCRAFT CONTROL
X-29 SHOWS UNEXPECTED MANEUVERABILITY IN
'HIGH-ALPHA' FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-90-521 P90-10052 06
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-90-136} P90-10136 06
AIRCRAFT DESIGN
HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT ACCEPTANCE LINKED TO
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-40 } P90-10040 06
DOD/NASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAL AERO-SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR TEAM
INASA RELEASE-90-71 I P90-10071 06
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
I NASA RELEASE-90-1151 Pg0-10115 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON, D.C P90-10191 05
AIRCRAFT ENGINES
NASA'S FIRST 'A _ MARKS 75 YEARS OF
ACHIEVEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-351 P90-10035 06
AIRCRAFT NOISE
SA SONIC BOOM
NASA AND FAA SIGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-131 I P90-10131 06
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT ACCEPTANCE LINKED TO
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-90-401 P90-10040 06
X-29 SHOWS UNEXPECTED MANEUVERABILITY IN
'HIGH-ALPHA* FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-90-521 P90-10052 06
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
{NASA RELEASE-90-1361 P90-10136 06
AIRCRAFT SAFETY
NASA F-15 DEMONSTRATES SELF-REPAIRING
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM






FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
I NASA RELEASE-90-1151 P90-10115 06
AIRLOCK MODULE
NASA CALLS FOR MtDDECK LOCKER MODULE
PROPOSALS




{ NASA RELEASE-90-83 J P90-10083 06
ALABAMA UNIV., HUNTSVILLE
SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
I NASA RELEASE-90-451 P90-t0045 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
{NASA RELEASE-90-581 P90-10058 06
COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
PLANNED
I NASA RELEASE-90-831 P90-10083 06
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
I NASA RELEASE-90-881 P90-10088 06
AMATEUR RADIO
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION





{NASA RELEASE-90-391 P90-I0039 06
AMERICAN GEOPHYS. UNION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ADDRESSES
GLOBAL BURNING
[NASA RELEASE-90-391 P90-10039 06
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC
[NASA RELEASE-90-41 I P90-10041 06
AMERICAN INST. OF AERON, AND ASTRONAUTICS
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCED
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-741 P90-10074 06
RESPONSE TO SEI OUTREACH PROGRAM STRONG,
NASA SAYS
INASA RELEASE-90-114} P90-10114 06
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
P90-10187 05
AMERICAN INST. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-90-135] P90-10135 06
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR QUALITY CONTROL
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-62 ] P90-10062 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MARO_FA
INASA RELEASE-90-1451 P90-10145 06
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CA.
SA HUMAN PERFORMANCE RESEARCH LAB,, ARC
PIONEER 11 PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT. LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-90-29 P90-10029 06
PETERSON NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF AMES
RESEARCH CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-90-36 P90-t0036 06
NASA DEDICATES HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB AT
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
{NASA RELEASE-90-53 P90-10053 06
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
I NASA RELEASE-90-67 P90-10067 06
NEW ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT DIVISION
ESTABLISHED AT NASA AMES
tNASA RELEASE-90-731 P90-10073 06
VETERAN ASTRONAUT HAWLEY TO ACCEPT
EXECUTIVE POSITION AT AMES
{NASA RELEASE-90-77 P90-10077 06
MAKING FRESH VEGETABLES ON LONG-DURATION
SPACE TRAVEL
I NASA RELEASE-90-821 P90-10082 06
NASA'S JET PROPULSION LABORATORY TESTS
PLANETARY ROVER
INASA RELEASE-g0-851 P90-10085 06
CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
I NASA RELEASE-90-90} t:)90-10090 06
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
INASA RELEASE-90-99} P90-10099 06
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-90-101 I P90-10101 06
U.S AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
INASA RELEASE-90-102} P90-10102 06
NEW MOON DISCOVERED ORBITING PLANET
SATURN
t NASA RELEASE-90-1031 P90-10103 06
PIONEER 10 MARKS NEW EPOCH IN SOLAR SYSTEM
EXPLORATION
t NASA RELEASE-90-1251 P90-10125 06
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LtFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
tNASA RELEASE-90-1281 P90-10128 06
SUBJECT/NDEX ATMOSPHERE
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1361 P90-10136 06
U.S./U.S.S.R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
[NASA RELEASE-90-138] P90-10138 06
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AME_DRYDEN
[NASA RELEASE-90-149] P90-10149 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN COCKPIT; DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10192 05
AMINO ACIDS
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
{NASA RELEASE-90-128{ P90-10128 06
ANTARCTIC BALLOON FLIGHT PROGRAM
U.S./U.S.S.R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
[NASA RELEASE-90-138} P90-10138 06
ANTARCTICA
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC
[NASA RELEASE-90-41 I P90-10041 06
U.S+ AND U.S.SR AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-90-105] P90-10105 06
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
[NASA RELEASE-90-137[ P90-10137 06
APOLLO PROJECT
NASA'S FIRST 'A' MARKS 75 YEARS OF
ACHIEVEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-90-351 P90-10035 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON, D.C. P90-10191 05
APOLLO-SATURN 204/AS-2O41
APOLLO 204 SPACECRAFT TO BE STORED AT CAPE
CANAVERAL AF STATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-601 P90-10060 06
APOLLO 204 CAPSULE TO REMAIN ATTHE LANGLEY
RESEARCH CENTER






NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
[NASA RELEASE-90-160{ Pgo-101EO 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
Pgo- 10166 05
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET
PROPULSION SYMPOSIUM; ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
P90-10168 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION TASK FORCE ON GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE P90-10169 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN P90-10170 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C
P90-10171 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMI3_EE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION: UNITED STATES SENATE
Pgo- 10173 05
REMARKS BY J. R. THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS Pg0-10178 05
OVERVIEW: MAJOR SPACE PROGRAMS;
PRESENTED TO: TREASURY EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE
P90-10179 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-1018t 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90-10182 05
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY FALL FACULTY
CONVOCATION P90-10185 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS: PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
P90-10186 05
ARC
S AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD,
CA,
ARCTIC
U,S, AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
INAS_, RELEASE-90*102{ P90-10102 06
ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB., ILL
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
INASA RELEASE-90-151{ 1=90-10151 06
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10174 05
ASRM
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR/SHUTTLE/
ASSOCIATION OF UNIV. FOR RES, IN ASTRON,
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE RESOLVES GASEOUS
RING AROUND SUPERNOVA
INASA RELEASE-90-117J P90-10117 06
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE PEERS INTO CORE OF
DISTANT GALAXY
INASA RELEASE-90-118] P90-10118 06
ASTEROID BELT
PIONEER 10 MARKS NEW EPOCH IN SOLAR SYSTEM
EXPLORATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1251 P90-10125 06
ASTRO MISSIONS
NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-151 P90-10015 06
ASTROMETRY
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
INASA RELEASE-90-1111 P90-10111 06
ASTRONAUT TRAINING
REVIEW OF U.S/JAPAN SPACE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1561 P90-10156 06
ASTRONAUTS
ASTRONAUT CREW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVITY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-lJ P90-10001 06
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
(NASA RELEASE-90-TJ P90-10007 06
ASTRONAUT MULLANE TO RETIRE FROM NASA, AIR
FORCE
tNASA RELEASE-90-281 P90-10028 06
COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL REFERENCE HAS SPACE
AND EARTH APPLICATIONS
{NASA RELEASE-90-30] P90-10030 06
VETERAN SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT WILLIAMS TO
RETIRE FROM NASA. NAVY
[NASA RELEASE-90-31 I P90-10031 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
[NASA RELEASE-90-44{ P90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-43, STS-44, STS-45)
{NASA RELEASE-90-72] P90-10072 06
SHUTTLE CREW COMMANDERS REASSIGNED
INASA RELEASE-90-961 P90-10096 06
ASTRONAUT MCCULLEY TO RETIRE FROM THE
NAVY AND LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-90-1191 P90-10119 06
ASTRONAUT MCCANDLESS RETIRES FROM NASA.
NAVY
[NASA RELEASE-90-121 I P90-10121 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
INASA RELEASE-90-1551 P90-10155 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
ASTRONOMICAL UNIT
PIONEER t0 MARKS NEW EPOCH IN SOLAR SYSTEM
EXPLORATION




HUBBLE POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELEASE-90-381 P90-10038 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
{NASA RELEASE-90-160] P90-10160 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN P90-10170 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON. DC
P90-10171 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOB
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES. CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
ASTROPHYSICS
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
INASA RELEASE-90-11t _ 1:)90-10111 06
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
INASA RELEASE-90-1511 P90-10151 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 Pg0-101EO 06
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M LANDGN
LECTURE; KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN,
KANSAS Pg0-10193 05
ATDRSS
S ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SAT
SYS.
ATLANTIS
NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-151 Pg0-10015 06
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY SET FOR SHIPMENT
TO FLORIDA LAUNCH SITE
I NASA RELEASE-90-191 P90-10019 06
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-371 P90-10037 06
HYDROGEN LEAK DISCOVERED ON SHUTTLE
ATLANTIS
I NASA RELEASE-90-891 P90-10089 06
ATLAS MISSION
S EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION EXPERIMENTS
ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLES
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
INASA RELEASE-90-941 P90+10094 06
ATLAS-CENTAUR PROJECT
STATEMENT BY NASA DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR ON
LAUNCH OF CRRES/ATLAS-I
INASA RELEASE-90-1041 P90-10104 06
ATLAS-CENTAUR 69 IAC-69/
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
CRRES LAUNCH DELAYED ONE TO TWO WEEKS








U.S. AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-90.102} P90-10102 06
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-90_7] P90-10087 06
U.S AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
{NASA RELEASE-90-102] P90-10102 06
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
INASA RELEASE-90-128} P90-10128 06
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
tNASA RELEASE-90-671 P90-10067 06
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1061 P90-10106 06
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
NASA EXPERIMENT TO BRIGHTEN EASTER SKY
INASA RELEASE-90-541 P90-10054 06
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-90-87{ P90-10087 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH: EROS DATA CENTER
DEDICATION; SIOUX FALLS, SD P90-10184 05
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
[NASA RELEASE-90-451 P90-10045 06
ATOMIC OXYGEN
CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
{NASA RELEASE-90-231 P90-10023 06
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEMS
S SELF CONTAINED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
AURA
S ASSOCIATION OF UNIV. FOR RES IN ASTRON.
AUSTIN-t982 G COMET
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
[NASA RELEASE-90-57J P90-10057 06
AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
NASA AND HONEYWELL CONDUCT AUTOMATED
LANDING RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-90-153_ P90-10153 06
AUTOMATION
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN OEX;KPtT; DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10192 05
AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
S SELF CONTAINED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
AVIATION AND SPACE WRITERS ASSOC.
REMARKS BY J R THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-t0178 05
AVIONICS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON





SA GEORGE M LOW TROPHY
SA GODDARD MEMORIAL TROPHY
SA GOVERNMENT AGENCY OF THE YEAR
AWARD
NASA'S FIRST 'A' MARKS 75 YEARS OF
ACHIEVEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-351 P90-10035 .06
PETERSON NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF AMES
RESEARCH CENTER
{NASA RELEASE 9036[ P90 10036 06
A-4
GODDARD TROPHY CEREMONY PLANNED AT
WHITE HOUSE
NASA RELEASE-90-421 P90-10042 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR APPOINTS ROSS AS LEWIS
CENTER DIRECTOR
NASA RELEASE-90-491 P90-10049 06
TRULY APPOINTS KLINEBERG AS DIRECTOR OF
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-90-St ] P90-10051 06
TRULY PRESENTED SPACE MODEL BY CANADIAN
SCHOOL
{ NASA RELEASE-90-65 J P90-10065 06
VETERAN ASTRONAUT HAWLEY TO ACCEPT
EXECUTIVE POSITION AT AMES
[NASA RELEASE-90-771 P90-10077 06
FINARELLI NAMED ACTING HEAD OF EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-90-107J P90-10107 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1990 SPIP AWARDS
INASA RELEASE-90-109I P90-10109 06
ALDRICH NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS BY
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
{NASA RELEASE-90-134] P90-10134 06
TECHNOLOGY 2000 NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1471 P90-10147 06
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES-DRYDEN
{NASA RELEASE-90-1491 P90-t0149 06
NASA HEADQUARTERS HONOR AWARDS
CEREMONY P90-10188 05
AZ TECHNOLOGY, HUNTSVILLE, ALA.
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-90-881 P90-10088 06
B
B-52 AIRCRAFT
SPACE SHUTTLE DRAG CHUTE TESTS SET TO
BEGIN AT AMES-DRYDEN
INASA RELEASE-90-1001 P90-10100 06
BABCOCK AND WILCOX, NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
INASA RELEASE-90-681 P90-10068 06
BACKGROUND RADIATION
EARLY COBS RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
INASA RELEASE-90-5] P90-10005 06
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST
INASA RELEASE-90-1401 P90-10140 06
BACTERIA
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
I NASA RELEASE-90-128 } P90-10128 06
BALL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
{NASA RELEASE-90-181 P90-10018 06
BALL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS, BOULDER, COLO.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE"
I NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
INASA RELEASE-90-97{ P90-10097 06
BARIUM CLOUDS
NASA EXPERIMENT TO BRIGHTEN EASTER SKY
I NASA RELEASE-90-541 P90-10054 06
BARRIOS TECHNOLOGY, INC., HOUSTON, TEX.
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
I NASA RELEASE 90 62 I P90-10062 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
I NASA RELEASE 90 1451 P90-10145 06
BATTELLE'COLUMBUS LABS., COLUMBUS, OHIO
LAUNCH DALE- SET FOR CONSORT 3
JNASA RELEASI 90 581 P90-10058 06
SUBJECT INDEX
BATTELLE-NORTHWEST, RICHLAND, WASH.
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
INASA RELEASE-90-151 [ P90-10151 06
BELL ATLANTIC, CHARLESTON, W.VA.
NASA, C&P AND STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
SUPPORT PROJECT LASER
(NASA RELEASE*90o110} P90-10110 06
BENDIX FIELD ENGINEERING CORP.
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
INASA RELEASE-90-62} P90-10062 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTrA
[NASA RELEASE-90-145) P90-10145 06
BETHUNE-COOKMAN COLLEGE, FLA.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-126] P90-10126 06
BIG-BANG COSMOLOGY
EARLY COBS RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
I NASA RELEASE-90-51 P90-10005 06
COBE ENTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
INASA RELEASE-90-1291 P90-10129 06
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST _'MAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST
[NASA RELEASE-90-1401 P90-10140 06
BIOCHEMISTRY
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
{NASA RELEASE-90-87 I P90-10087 06
BIOENGINEERING
NASA TECHNOLOGIES BENEFIT MEDICAL
ORTHOPEDIC SCIENCE
{NASA RELEASE-90-142J P90-10142 06
BIOGRAPHY
ASTRONAUT CREW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVtTY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1 I P90-10001 06
TRULY MAKES KEY APPOINTMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-3] Pg0-10003 06
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-90-7] P90-10007 06
NEW DIRECTORS NAMED FOR INTERNATIONAL
AND INDUSTRY RELATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-90-20 P90-10020 06
ASTRONAUT MULLANE TO RETIRE FROM NASA, AIR
FORCE
[ NASA RELEASE-90-28 P90-10028 06
VETERAN SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT WILLIAMS TO
RETIRE FROM NASA, NAVY
I NASA RELEASE-90-31 I P90-10031 06
MARTY KRESS TO HEAD NEWLY ORGANIZED
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS OFFICE
NASA RELEASE-90-33 P90-10033 06
PETERSON NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF AMES
RESEARCH CENTER
NASA RELEASE-90-36 P90-10036 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
NASA RELEASE-90-44 P90-10044 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR APPOINTS ROSS AS LEWIS
CENTER DIRECTOR
NASA RELEASE-90-49 P90-10049 06
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER DIRECTOR
PLANS RETIREMENT
NASA RELEASE-90-50] P90-10050 06
TRULY APPOINTS KLtNEBERG AS DIRECTOR OF
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
INASA RELEASE-90-51 I P90-10051 06
RICHARD NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR FOR COMMUNICATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-90-551 P90-10055 06
NASA NAMES TAYLOR CHIEF SCIENTIST FOR
FREEDOM SPACE STATION
I NASA RELEASE-90-61 I P90-I0061 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS 43. STS-44, STS-45)
I NASA RELEASE-g0.721 P90-10072 06
SUBJECT INDEX CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV., PITTSBURGH, PA.
VETERAN ASTRONAUT HAWLEY TO ACCEPT
EXECUTIVE POSITION AT AMES
[NASA RELEASE-90-77) P90-10077 06
FINARELLI NAMED ACTING HEAD OF EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-9_1071 P90-10107 06
NASA SELECTS MICROGRAVITY MISSION PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-90-108I 1:>90-10108 06
SPACE FLIGHT'S MAHON TO RETIRE
[NASA RELEASE-90-116 P90-10116 06
ASTRONAUT MCCULLEY TO RETIRE FROM THE
NAVY AND LEAVE NASA
INASA RELEASE-90-119 P90-10119 06
ASTRONAUT MCCANDLESS RETIRES FROM NASA,
NAVY
INASA RELEASE-90-121 P90-10121 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-122 P90-10122 06
ALDRICH NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS BY
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-90-134 P90-10134 06
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES-DRYDEN
[NASA RELEASE-90-149 1:)90-t0149 06
ASTRONAUT SPRINGER RETIRES FROM NASA,
MARINE CORPS
[NASA RELEASE-90-159 P90-10159 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTFLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-163 P90-10163 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE 247TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
BIRTH OF THOMAS JEFFERSON; JEFFERSON
MEMORIAL TIDAL BASIN. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10175 05
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE: TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP;




HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
[NASA RELEASE-90-128[ P90-10128 06
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
NEW ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT DIVISION
ESTABLISHED AT NASA AMES
INASA RELEASE-90-73J P90-10073 06
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH




[ NASA RELEASE-90-391 P90-10039 06
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
NASA TECHNOLOGIES BENEFIT MEDICAL
ORTHOPEDIC SCIENCE
INASA RELEASE-90-1421 P90-10142 06
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1551 P90-10155 06
BIORACK ISPACELAB/
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML*I MtSSION
{NASA RELEASE-90-9} P90-10009 06
BIOSAT1ELLITES
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-130J P90-10130 06
BIOSCIENCE




SA LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
SA MAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL REFERENCE HAS SPACE
AND EARTH APPLICATIONS
I NASA RELEASE 90-301 P90-10030 06
BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
[NASA RELEASE-90-57[ P90-10057 06
BLACK HOLES/ASTRONOMY/
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE PEERS INTO CORE OF
DISTANT GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-90-118] P90-10118 06
BOEING AEROSPACE CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
{NASA RELEASE-90-88[ P90-10088 06
BOEING AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
{NASA RELEASE-90-115[ P90-10115 06
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT ACCEPTANCE LINKED TO
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-40[ P90-10040 06
SPACE SHUTTLE DRAG CHUTE TESTS SET TO
BEGIN AT AMES*DRYDEN
[NASA RELEASE-90-100[ P90-10100 06
BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE CO_ WASH.
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
{NASA RELEASE-90-115[ P90-10115 06
BOEING COMPUTER SUPPORT SERVICES, INC.
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
[ NASA RELEASE-90-62 J IXJ0-10062 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
{NASA RELEASE-90-1451 t°90-10145 06
BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN COCKPIT; DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10192 05
BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY




NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
INASA RELEASE-90-93] P90-10093 06
BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
INASA RELEASE-90-115} P90-10115 06
BOUNDARY LAYERS
S ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
BRAZIL
SA INSTITUTE FOR SPACE RESEARCH, BRAZIL
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
[NASA RELEASE-90-67[ P90-10(_7 06
BRAZILIAN INSTITUTE FOR AMAZON RESEARCH
S NATIONAL INST. FOR AMAZON RES., BRAZIL
BRITISH NATIONAL SPACE CENTER
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF.
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
INASA RELEASE-90-161 P9_10016 06
BUDGETS
S APPROPRIATIONS AND BUDGETS
S FUNDING
BUNDESMINISTERIUM FUER FORSCHUNG UND TECN.
S FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR RES. & TECHNOL
/FRG/
C
C&P TELEPHONE CO. OF WEST VIRGINIA
NASA, C&P AND STATE OF WEST VIRGIN!A
SUPPORT PROJECT LASER
INASA RELEASE*90-1101 P90-10110 06
C-131 AIRCRAFT
SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
{NASA RELEASE-9_17] P90-10017 06
C-140 AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETUNER
FUEL ECONOMY
[NASA RELEASE-90-115{ P90-10115 06
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOL, PASADENA
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
[NASA RELEASE-90-151 ] P90-10151 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., BERKELEY
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES FOR NASA
SPACECRAFT ARRIVE AT GODOARD
INASA RELEASE-90*34[ P90-10034 06
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST
INASA RELEASE-90-140] P90-10140 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., UVERMORE
S LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB.
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LOS ANGELES
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-90-881 P90-10088 06
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-90-101[ P90-10101 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV. SAN DIEGO
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
{NASA RELEASE-90-181 P90-10018 06
CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
[NASA RELEASE-90-90I 1::'90-10090 06
CAMERAS
S FAINT OBJECT CAMERA
S WIDE FIELD CAMERAS
CANADA
SA CANADIAN SPACE AGENCY
NASA EXPERIMENT TO BRIGHTEN EASTER SKY
{NASA RELEASE-90-54[ P90-t0054 06
TRULY PRESENTED SPACE MODEL BY CANADIAN
SCHOOL
{NASA RELEASE-90-65 ] P90-10065 06
U.S. AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
{NASA RELEASE-90-1021 1=90-10102 06
CANADIAN INST. FOR RES. IN ATMOSPH. CHEM.
U.S. AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
{NASA RELEASE-90-1021 P90-10102 06
CANADIAN SPACE AGENCY
TRULY PRESENTED SPACE MODEL BY CANADIAN
SCHOOL
{NASA RELEASE-90-65 } P90-10065 06
CANARD SUBSYSTEM
X-29 SHOWS UNEXPECTED MANEUVERABILITY IN
'HIGH-ALPHA' FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-90-521 P90-10052 06
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA
CAPE KENNEDY, FLA.





INASA RELEASE-90-39] P90-10039 06
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
I NASA RELEASE-90-12BI P90-10128 06
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV., PITTSBURGH, PA.
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS
PLANETARY ROBOT FOR NASA
I NASA RELEASE-90-691 P90-10069 06
NASA'S JET PROPULSION LABORATORY TESTS
PLANETARY ROVER
1 NASA RELEASE 90-851 Pg0-10085 06
A-5
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIV., OHIO
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIV., OHIO
NASA TECHNOLOGIES BENEFIT MEDICAL
ORTHOPEDIC SCIENCE




NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
S ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLES
CENTERS FOR THE COMMERCIAL DEV. OF SPACE
COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
PLANNED
I NASA RELEASE-90-831 P90-10083 06
LUNAR MINING COULD PROVIDE FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCE FOB EARTH
INASA RELEASE-90-1391 P90-10139 06
TECHNOLOGY 2000 NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
INASA RELEASE-90-1471 P90-10147 06
NASA AWARDS COMMERCIAL MIDDECK
AUGMENTATION MODULE CONTRACT
iNASA RELEASE-90-1571 P90-10157 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON. DC P90-10191 05
CENTRAL STATE UNIV., OHIO
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-90-79{ P90-10079 06
CENTRE NATL D'ETUDES SPATIALES. FRANCE
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
{NASA RELEASE-90-16J P90-10016 06
CEREMONIES
GODDARD TROPHY CEREMONY PLANNED AT
WHITE HOUSE
{NASA RELEASE-90-421 P90-10042 06
NASA DEDICATES HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB AT
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-531 P90-10053 06
CHEMICAL CLOUDS
SA BARIUM CLOUDS
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEtN
FNASA RELEASE-90-93J P90-10093 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
i NASA RELEASE-90-941 Pgo- 10094 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-971 P90-10097 06
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFIC
INASA RELEASE-90-1201 P90 10120 06
CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC




NASA ENGINEERS AND MARINE SCIENTISTS TEST
BAY CLEAN-UP TECHNOLOGY
{ NASA RELEASE-90-561 P90.10056 08
CIRAC
S CANADIAN tNST FOR RES IN ATMOSPH CHEM
CIRCUITS
SPACE SHUTTLE ENDEAVOUR POWERED-ON
I NASA RELEASE-90-951 P90-10095 06
CIVIL AVIATION
NASA AND FAA SIGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1311 P90-10131 06
CIVIL SPACE AGREEMENT, U.S.S.R.IU.S.
U S/U S SR SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
FNASA RELEASE-90-1381 P90-10138 06
A-6
CIVIL SPACE TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCED
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-74 { P90-10074 06
CIVILIAN ROLE IN SPACE
U S/U.S,S.R. SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
INASA RELEASE-90-1381 P90-10138 06
CLIMATE CHANGE
SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
I NASA RELEASE-90-451 P90-10045 06
U.S AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
INASA RELEASE-90-102] P90-10102 06
CLIMATOLOGY
SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
{NASA RELEASE-90-17J P90-10017 06
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
{ NASA RELEASE-90-671 P90-10067 06
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-1511 P90-10151 06
CLINICAL PRACTICE LIBRARY OF MEDICINE
COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL REFERENCE HAS SPACE
AND EARTH APPLICATIONS







SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-90-17 I P90-10017 06
CMAM/EXPERIMENT MODULE/
S COMMERCIAL MIDDECK AUGMENTATION
MODULE
COATINGS
S THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS
CORE/COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER/
S COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELLITE
COCKPITS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN COCKPIT; DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10t92 05
COLLIER TROPHY
NASA'S FIRST 'A' MARKS 75 YEARS OF
ACHIEVEMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-35{ P90-10035 06
COLORADO UNIV.
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
INASA RELEASE-90-57t P90-10057 06
COLORADO UNIV., BOULDER
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-90-181 P90-10018 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
I NASA RELEASE-90-581 P90-10058 06
COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
PLANNED
i NASA RELEASE-90-83 { P90-10083 06
COLUMBIA
RESEARCH EXPERIMENTS TO MONITOR COLUMBIA
RE-ENTRY
INASA RELEASE-90-8] P90-10008 06
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-I MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-151 P90 10015 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
{ NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10069 06
SUBJECT INDEX
COMBINED RELEASE AND RADIAT. EFFECTS SAT.
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
tN KWAJALEIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-931 P90-10093 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
INASA RELEASE-90-94{ P90-10094 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
{NASA RELEASE-90-97{ P90-10097 06
CRRES LAUNCH DELAYED ONE TO TWO WEEKS
[NASA RELEASE-90-981 P90-10098 06
STATEMENT BY NASA DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR ON
LAUNCH OF CRRES/ATLAS-1
INASA RELEASE-90-104] P90-10t04 06
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFIC
I NASA RELEASE-90-120] P90-10120 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-160 i P90-10160 06
COMET/SPACE EXPERIMENT MODULE/
S COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
/COMET/
COMET COMPOSITION
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
INASA RELEASE-90*571 P90-10057 06
COMET RENDEZVOUS/ASTEROID FLYBY
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-150} P90-10150 06
COMETS
S AUSTIN-1982 G COMET
COMMAND SUBSYSTEMS
CRRES LAUNCH DELAYED ONE TO TWO WEEKS
INASA RELEASE-90-ge] P90-10098 06
COMMERCE BUSINESS DALLY
NASA ANNOUNCED NEXT STEPS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
{NASA RELEASE-90-81 I P90-10081 06
COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF




INASA RELEASE-90-83J P90-10083 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990




I NASA RELEASE-90 83i P90-10083 06
NASA, ORBITAL SCIENCES CORPORATION SIGN
AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-921 P90-10092 06
COMMERCIAL MIDDECK AUGMENTATION MODULE
NASA CALLS FOR MIDDECK LOCKER MODULE
PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-90-46{ P90-10046 06
COMMERCIAL PAYLOADS
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
I NASA RELEASE-90-581 P90-10058 06
COMMERCIAL SPACE POLICY
NASA, ORBITAL SCIENCES CORPORATION SIGN
AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-921 P90-10092 06
NASA ESTABLISHES SPACE COMMERCE STEERING
GROUP
INASA RELEASE-90-1121 P90-10112 06
TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
INASA RELEASE-90-1471 P90-10147 06
COMMERCIAL USES OF SPACE ADVISORY COUNCIL
NASA ESTABLISHES SPACE COMMERCE STEERING
GROUP
I NASA RELEASE-90-1121 P90-10112 06
COMMITTEES
SA ADVISORY COMM ON FUTURE U S SPACE
PRGM
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
[NASA RELEASE-90-161 } P90-10161 06
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND




ADVANCED TBACKJNG AND DATA RELAY
SATELLITE PHASE B RFP RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-90-21 P90-10002 06
TWO COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES TO BE
LAUNCHED tN MAY
[NASA RELEASE-90-641 P90-10064 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST






NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-90-18} P90-t0018 06
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90-10182 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN COCKPIT; DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10192 05
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
NASA TECHNOLOGIES BENEFIT MEDICAL
ORTHOPEDIC SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-90o142] P90-t0142 06
COMPUTER TECHNIQUES
COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL REFERENCE HAS SPACE
AND EARTH APPLICATIONS




S TOUCHSTONE DELTA SUPERCOMPUTER
COMSAT GENERAL CORP.
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP
COMSAT LABORATORIES
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP.
CONCURRENT SUPERCOMPUTING CONSORTIUM
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
INASA RELEASE-90-151 I P90-10151 06
CONFERENCES
SA CONTRACTOR'S CONFERENCE
SA EISENHOWER CENTENNIAL SPACE
ROUNDTABLE
SA GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM
SA INTERNATIONAL SPACE DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE
SA MISSION TO PLANET EARTH CONFERENCE
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
NASA RELEASE-90-16} P90-10016 06
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ADDRESSES
GLOBAL BURNING
I NASA RELEASE-90-391 P90-10039 06
NASA ANNOUNCES FIRST NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER CONFERENCE
NASA RELEASE-90-801 P90-10080 06
RESPONSE TO SEI OUTREACH PROGRAM STRONG,
NASA SAYS
INASA RELEASE-90-114J P90-10114 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
[NASA RELEASE-90-123] P90-10123 06
NASA TO COSPONSOR SMALL BUSINESS
PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE
NASA RELEASE-90-1321 P90-10132 06
TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1471 P90-10147 06
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET
PROPULSION SYMPOSIUM; ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
P90-10168 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION TASK FORCE ON GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE P90-10169 05
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ENGINEERING
COLLOQUIUM: CONTRACTING OUT -- HAS NASA GONE
TOO FAR? 'F_JO-fOf?6 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
P90-10186 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
P90-10187 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
OELWERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON, QC. P90-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN COCKPIT; DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10192 06
CONGRESS, U,S.
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB:
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10171 05
CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITFEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
CONSORT 2 PAYLOAD
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
INASA RELEASE-90-581 P90-10058 06
CONSORT 3 PAYLOAD
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
I NASA RELEASE-90-681 P90-10058 06
CONSORTIUM FOR MATERIALS DEV. IN SPACE
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
I NASA RELEASE-90-581 P90-10058 06
CONSTRUCTION
SPACE SHUTTLE ENDEAVOUR POWERED-ON
l NASA RELEASE-90-951 P90-10095 06
CONTEL FEDERAL SYSTEMS, CHANTILLY, VA.
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATtONS PROPOSALS
iNASA RELEASE-90-181 P90-10016 06
CONTEL TO TRANSFER TITLE OF TDRSS TO NASA
INASA RELEASE-90-861 P90-10086 06
CONTEL FEDERAL SYSTEMS, FAIRFAX, VA.
ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY
SATELLITE PHASE B RFP RELEASED
[ NASA RELEASE-90-21 P90-10002 06
CONTRACT AWARDS
GLOBAL OUTPOST, INC. TO STUDY USES OF
SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANKS
I NASA RELEASE-90-141 P90-10014 06
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
iNASA RELEASE-90-181 P90-10016 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
NASA RELEASE-90-21 t P90-10021 06
UCAR TO STUDY POSSIBLE USES OF EXTERNAL
TANKS
[ NASA RELEASE-90-261 P90-10026 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
NASA RELEASE-90-681 P90-10068 06
DOD/NASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAL AFRO-SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR TEAM
NASA RELEASE-90-71 I P90-10071 06
NASA, ORBITAL SCIENCES CORPORATION SIGN
AGREEMENT
NASA RELEASE-90-921 P90-10092 06
COSMIC RA ¥ NUCLEI EXPERIMENT
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
{NASA RELEASE-90-1441 P90-10144 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-152] P90-10152 06
NASA RECEIVES AWARD FOR MINORITY BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-90-154 I P90-10154 06
NASA AWARDS COMMERCIAL MIDDECK
AUGMENTATION MODULE CONTRACT
_NASA RELEASE-9_1571 P9@_0157 06
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-90-144] P90-10144 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-90-1521 P90-10152 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
OF REMOTE SENSING
{NASA RELEASE-90-164 [ P90-f0164 06
CONTRACT TERMINATION
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE PROGRAM IS
TERMINATED
[NASA RELEASE-90-781 P90-10076 06
CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
NASA TO COSPONSOR SMALL BUSINESS
PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-90-1321 P90-10132 06
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ENGINEERING
COLLOQUIUM: CONTRACTING OUT -- HAS NASA GONE
TOG FAR_ P90-10176 05
CONTRACTOR'S CONFERENCE
NASA RENAMES EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR
GEORGE M LOW
INASA RELEASE-90-1431 P90-10143 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
INASA RELEASE-90-1451 P90-10145 06
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE: TOTAL OUAMTY LEADERSH)P,




S HIGHLY INTEGRATED DIG ELECTRONIC
CONTROL
S VOICE CONTROL
CONTROLLED ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
NEW ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT DIVISION
ESTABLISHED AT NASA AMES
INASA RELEASE-90-73t P90-10073 06
COOLING
SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE







NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-93] P90-10093 06
COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELLITE
EARLY COBE RESULTS IN ACCORD WiTH BIG BANG
THEORY
INASA RELEASE-90-51 P90-10005 06
COBE ENTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
INASA RELEASE-90_1291 PgO- _0129 06
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST
INASA RELEASE-90-1401 P90-10140 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF t990
I NASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
COSMIC RAY NUCLEI EXPERIMENT
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY SHOWS FEW
SURPRISES




ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
( NASA RELEASE-90-66 } P90-10066 06
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES




US AND U.S.S.R. CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-130] P90-I0130 06
COST ESTIMATES
SPACE STATION INTEGRATED DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-90-165[ P90-10165 06
COST REDUCTION
FIRING 'OLD' SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTORS HAS
BENEFITS FOR FUTURE
I NASA RELEASE-90-61 P90-10006 06
CPLM
S CLINICAL PRACTICE LIBRARY OF MEDICINE
CRAF MISSION




NASA AND ROCKWELL SIGN AGREEMENT FOR EDO
PALLET
tNASA RELEASE-90-471 P90-10047 06
CRYOGENICS
COBE E NTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1291 P90 10129 06
CRYSTAL GROWTH
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-44 I P90 10044 06
CYGNUS X-2 STAR
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES
INASA RELEASE-90-133J P90-I0133 06
D
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
I NASA RELEASE-90 451 Pg0 10045 06
DATA MANAGEMENT
OVERVIEW MAJOR SPACE PROGRAMS.
PRESENTED TO TREASURY EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE
PgO- 10179 05
DATA PROCESSING
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1011 P90-10101 06
DATA SYSTEMS
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM




ULYSSES SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT CAPE TO
BEGIN LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-90-701 P90-10070 06
PIONEER 10 MARKS NEW EPOCH IN SOLAR SYSTEM
EXPLORATION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1251 P90 10125 06
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOStUM ON SPACE:
INFORMATION SYSTEMS PASADENA CALIFORNIA
P90 10186 05
A-8
DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS
AGENCY
TWO COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES TO BE
LAUNCHED IN MAY
I NASA RELEASE-90-641 P90-10064 06
NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
I NASA RELEASE-90-841 P90-10084 06
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
INASA RELEASE-90-151 I P90-10151 06
DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF
S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DEFORESTATION
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
INASA RELEASE-90-16] P90-10016 06
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ADDRESSES
GLOBAL BURNING
INASA RELEASE-90-391 P90 10039 06
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
[NASA RELEASE-90-671 P90-10067 06
DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA DELTA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EARLY COBE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
[ NASA RELEASE-90-5 j P90-10005 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT FLORIDA
LAUNCH SITE
I NASA RELEASE-90-271 P90-10027 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-90-661 P90-10066 06
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST
INASA RELEASE 90 1401 P90-10140 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-158I P90-10158 06
DELTA SUPERCOMPUTER SYSTEM
S TOUCHSTONE DELTA SUPERCOMPUTER
DELTA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROSAT SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT FLORIDA
LAUNCH SITE
I NASA RELEASE-90-27 I P90 10027 06
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES FOR NASA
SPACECRAFT ARRIVE AT GODDARD
I NASA RELEASE-90-34] P90-10034 06
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SA FOREST SERVICE, US
NASA TO COSPONSOR SMALL BUSINESS
PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE
INASA RELEASE-90-1321 P90-10132 06
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
SA NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC
ADMIN
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE.90-181 Pg0 10018 06
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
SA DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS
AGENCY
DOD/NASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAL AERO-SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR TEAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-711 P90-10071 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1990 SPIP AWARDS
INASA RELEASE 90 1091 P90-10109 06
NASA TO COSPONSOR SMALL BUSINESS
PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE
INASA RELEASE-90-1321 P90-10132 06
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
S ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB, ILL
S OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB. TENN
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
S EROS DATA CENTER SIOUX FALLS, S D
S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, U S
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
U S _U SS R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
I NASA RELEASE-90-136 I P90-10138 06
SUBJECT INDEX
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
OVERVIEW MAJOR SPACE PROGRAMS;
PRESENTED TO: TREASURY EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE
P90-10179 05
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION









EARLY COBE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-90-51 P90-10005 06
COBE ENTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
INASA RELEASE-90-129] P90-10129 06
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST
INASA RELEASE-90-1401 P90-10140 06
DIFFUSE INFRARED BACKGROUND EXPERIMENT
EARLY COBE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
1 NASA RELEASE-90-51 P90-10005 06
CODE ENTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
INASA RELEASE-90-1291 P90-10129 06
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST




S DIFFUSE INFRARED BACKGROUND
EXPERIMENT
DISCOVERY
NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-151 P90-10015 06
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY SET FOR SHIPMENT
TO FLORIDA LAUNCH SITE
I NASA RELEASE-90 191 P90-10019 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
INASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT CAPE TO
BEGIN LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-701 P90-10070 06
DMR
S DIFFERENTIAL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
DOC
S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
DOD
S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DORNIER-SYSTEM G.M.B.H., GERMANY
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT CAPE TO
BEGIN LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-90W01 P90-10070 06
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC.
HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT ACCEPTANCE LINKED TO
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-90-40J P90-10040 06
DOWNTOWN ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK, N.Y.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90-10182 05
DRAG CHUTES
SPACE SHUTTLE DRAG CHUTE TESTS SET TO
BEGIN AT AMES-DRYDEN
INASA RELEASE-90-1001 P90-10100 06
DRAG REDUCTION
NASA F-16XL AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-591 P90-10059 06
FUGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
tNASA RELEASE-90-1151 P90-10115 06
SUBJECT INDEX
DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF.
NASA ACOUIRES SUPERSONIC SR-71S ON LOAN
FROM USAF
NASA RELEASE-90-24[ P90-10024 06
NASA F-15 DEMONSTRATES SELF-REPAIRING
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
NASA RELEASE-90-43] P90-10043 06
X-29 SHOWS UNEXPECTED MANEUVERABILITY IN
'HIGH-ALPHA' FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-90*52) P90-10052 06
NASA F-16XL AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-90-591 P90-10059 06
NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
NASA RELEASE-90-841 P90-10084 06
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
NASA RELEASE-g0-991 P90-10099 06
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1361 P90-10136 06
U.S/USS R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
[NASA RELEASE-90-1381 P90-10138 06
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES-DRYDEN
[NASA RELEASE-90-149] P90-10149 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES. CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
DSN








SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
[NASA RELEASE-90-45J P90-I0045 0B
NASA EXPERIMENT TO BRIGHTEN EASTER SKY
[NASA RELEASE-90-54J P90-10054 06
U.S. AND USS.R AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-90-105J P90-10105 06
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFtC
[NASA RELEASE-90-120J P90-10120 06
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
{NASA RELEASE-90-128] P90-10128 06
EARTH ENVIRONMENT
SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
[NASA RELEASE-90-17] P90-10017 06
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ADDRESSES
GLOBAL BURNING
[NASA RELEASE-90-391 P90-10039 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
[NASA RELEASE-90-123] P90-10123 06
EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION EXPERIMENTS
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED;
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
INASA RELEASE-90-131 P90-10013 06
EARTH OBSERVATIONS/FROM SPACE/
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH: EROS DATA CENTER
DEDICATION; SIOUX FALLS. SD P90-10184 05
EARTH OBSERVATIONS PROGRAMS, NASA
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
OF REMOTE SENSING
[NASA RELEASE-90-1641 P90-10164 06
TALKING POINTS FOR 45TH ANNIVERSARY;
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY. GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER Pg0-10183 05
EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM /EOS/
MANAGEMENT OF POLAR PLATFORM TO CHANGE
[NASA RELEASE-90-101 P90-10010 06
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-90-87[ P90-10087 06
TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
INASA RELEASE-g0-1471 P90-10147 06
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ENGINEERING
COLLOQUIUM: CONTRACTING OUT -- HAS NASA GONE
TOO EAR? P90-10176 05
REMARKS BY J R THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-10178 05
SPACE SHUTTLE TO LUNAR ORBIT; EXCERPTS
FROM REMARKS TO: 9TH INTERNATIONAL SPACE
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE P90-10180 05
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH: EROS DATA CENTER
DEDICATION; SIOUX FALLS, SD P90-10184 05
EARTH RESOURCES OBSERV. SYS. DATA CTR., SD
S EROS DATA CENTER, SIOUX FALLS, SD
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
S LANDSAT SATELLITES
EARTH SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS DIV., NASA
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
[NASA RELEASE-90-123J P90-10123 06
EARTH SCIENCE PROGRAM, NASA
JOINT NASA. USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
INASA RELEASE-90-1241 P90-10124 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P90-10166 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION TASK FORCE ON GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE P90-10169 05
ECOLOGY
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-871 P90-10087 06
ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN P90-10170 05
ECONOMIC IMPACT
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION TASK FORCE ON GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE P90-t0169 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
P90-10187 05
EDUCATION
COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL REFERENCE HAS SPACE
AND EARTH APPLICATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-90-301 P90-10030 06
EDUCATIONAL AFFAIRS DIVISION, NASA
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-871 P90-10087 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
INASA RELEASE-90-1231 P90-10123 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
SA UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
INASA RELEASE-90-161 P90-10016 06
VICE PRESIDENT EMPHASIZES WHITE HOUSE
SPACE COMMITMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-221 P90-10022 06
TRULY PROMOTES SCIENCE AND MATH DURING
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
I NASA RELEASE-90-251 P90-10025 06
EMISSION CONTROL STANDARDS
NASA ADMINISTRATOR INVITES LOCAL STUDENTS
TO SHUTTLE LAUNCHES
INASA RELEASE-90-48] P90-10048 06
TRULY PRESENTED SPACE MODEL BY CANADIAN
SCHOOL
INASA RELEASE-90-65] P90-10065 06
NASA, C&P AND STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
SUPPORT PROJECT LASER
[NASA RELEASE*90-110] P90-10110 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
[NASA RELEASE-90-123[ P90-10123 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-126] P90-10126 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
Pgo- 10166 05
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET
PROPULSION SYMPOSIUM; ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
PgO- 10168 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN P90-10t70 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D,C
P90-t0171 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
REMARKS BY J R THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-10178 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90-10182 05
TALKING POINTS FOR 45TH ANNIVERSARY;
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER P90-10183 05





NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
[ NASA RELEASE-90-621 P90-10062 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
INASA RELEASE-90-1451 P90-10145 06
EINSTEIN OBSERVATORY
S HEAD-2
EISENHOWER CENTENNIAL SPACE ROUNOTABLE
WELCOMING REMARKS EISENHOWER
CENTENNIAL SPACE ROUNDTABLE: A LOOK TO THE
FUTURE P90-10189 05
EL HIND
SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITURING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES




CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO iMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
1 NASA RELEASE-g0-901 P90-10090 06
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
S FAR INFRARED RADIATION




NASA AND FAA SiGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS










NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-151 P90-10015 06
SPACE SHUTTLE ENDEAVOUR POWERED-ON
[ NASA RELEASE-90-95] P90-10095 06
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
LUNAR MINING COULD PROVIDE FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCE FOR EARTH
I NASA RELEASE-90-139] P90-10139 06
ENGINE CONTROL
S HIGHLY INTEGRATED DIG ELECTRONIC
CONTROL
ENGINE TESTS
FIRING 'OLD' SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTORS HAS
BENEFITS FOR FUTURE




SA SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS
TRULY PROMOTES SCIENCE AND MATH DURING
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
{ NASA RELEASE-90-251 P90-10025 06
ENGINES
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
S AIRCRAFT ENGINES
S GAS TURBINE ENGINES
S SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES






NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
[ NASA RELEASE,90-1351 P90-10135 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-90-158[ P90-10158 06
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
[NASA RELEASE-90*17} P90-10017 06
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ADDRESSES
GLOBAL BURNING
{ NASA RELEASE-90-39} P90-10039 06
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
NASA RELEASE*90-67 } P90-I0067 06
NASA AND FAA SIGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS
NASA RELEASE-90-131 I P90-10131 06
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
MANAGEMENT OF POLAR PLATFORM TO CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-90-10I P90-10010 06
NASA ENGINEERS AND MARINE SCIENTISTS TEST
BAY CLEAN-UP TECHNOLOGY
I NASA RELEASE-90-56 [ P90-10056 06
US. AND USSR AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
INASA RELEASE-90-1051 PgJ0-10105 06
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1061 P90-10106 06
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1371 P90-10137 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET








INASA RELEASE-90-39] P90-10039 06
EOS/EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM/
S EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM /LOS/
EPA
S ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERIC STUDIES/EQUIS/
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
tN KWAJALEIN




S EQUATORIAL iONOSPHERIC STUDIES/EQUIS/
EROS DATA CENTER, SIOUX FALLS, S.D.
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH: EROS DATA CENTER








SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED;
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
INASA RELEASE-90-13[ P90-10013 06
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-371 P90-10037 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT CAPE TO
BEGIN LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-701 P90-10070 06
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE RESOLVES GASEOUS
RING AROUND SUPERNOVA
INASA RELEASE-90-117J P90-10117 06
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE PEERS INTO CORE OF
DISTANT GALAXY
INASA RELEASEo90-118t P90-10118 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-g0-1501 P90-10150 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-90-1581 P90-10158 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
I NASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION











NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-g0-91 P90-10009 06
US AND USSR CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1301 P90-10130 06
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-151 P90-10015 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-90-66[ P90-10066 06
COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
PLANNED
iNASA RELEASE-90-831 P90-10083 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA, ORBITAL SCIENCES CORPORATION SIGN
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-92} P90-10092 06
STATEMENT BY NASA DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR ON
LAUNCH OF CRRES/ATLAS-1
INASA RELEASE-90-1041 P90-10104 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
iNASA RELEASE-90-1581 P90-10158 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P90-10166 05
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
ADDRESS TO; THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C
P90-10171 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
1:390-10173 05
REMARKS BY J. R. THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-10178 05
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
INASA RELEASE-90-94} P90-10094 06
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
INASA RELEASE-90-84} P90-10084 06
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
[NASA RELEASE-90-99} P90-10099 06
EXPERIMENTS





SA COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELLITE
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES FOR NASA
SPACECRAFT ARRIVE AT GODDARD
I NASA RELEASED90-341 P90-10034 06
EXTENDED DURATION ORBITER
NASA AND ROCKWELL SIGN AGREEMENT FOR EDO
PALLET
I NASA RELEASE-90-47 I P90-10047 06
EXTERNAL TANK
GLOBAL OUTPOST. INC., TO STUDY USES OF
SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANKS
INASA RELEASE-90-14J P90-10014 06
UCAR TO STUDY POSSIBLE USES OF EXTERNAL
TANKS
[NASA RELEASE-90-261 P90-10026 06
HYDROGEN LEAK DISCOVERED ON SHUTTLE
ATLANTIS
INASA RELEASE-90-89[ P90-10089 06
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M LANDON






NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-1581 P90-10158 06
SPACE STATION INTEGRATED DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-90-165i P90-10165 06
REMARKS BY J R. THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY




ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES FOR NASA
SPACECRAFT ARRIVE AT GODDARD
[NASA RELEASE-90-34J P90-10034 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE+90-158[ P90-10158 06
F
F-14 AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
[NASA RELEASE-90-115] P90-10115 06
F-15 AIRCRAFT
NASA F-15 DEMONSTRATES SELF-REPAIRING
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-90-431 P90-10043 06
F-16 AIRCRAFT
NASA F-16XL AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-90-59} P90-10059 06
F/A-18 AIRCRAFT
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1361 P9,0-10136 06





HUBBLE BOARD OF INVESTIGATION NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-90-91 I P90-10091 06
CRRES LAUNCH DELAYED ONE TO TWO WEEKS
(NASA RELEASE-90-981 P90-10098 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
INASA RELEASE-90-1271 P90-I0t27 06
FAINT OBJECT CAMERA
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-571 P90-10057 06
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
I NASA RELEASE-90-111 ] P90-1011t 06
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE RESOLVES GASEOUS
RING AROUND SUPERNOVA
INASA RELEASE-90-117[ P90-10117 06
FAINT OBJECT SPECTROGRAPH
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
iNASA RELEASE-90-571 P90-10057 06
FAR INFRARED ABSOLUTE SPECTROPHOTOMETER
EARLY COBE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
I NASA RELEASE-90-51 P90-10005 06
COBE ENTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1291 P90-10129 06
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST
INASA RELEASE-90-1401 P90-10140 06
FAR INFRARED RADIATION
COBE ENTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
INASA RELEASE-90-1291 P90-10129 06
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST
[NASA RELEASE-90-1401 P90-10140 06
FAR ULTRAVIOLET CAMERA/SPECTROGRAPH
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-571 P90-10057 06
FATIGUE/MATERIALS/
FIRING 'OLD' SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTORS HAS
BENEFITS FOR FUTURE
(NASA RELEASE-90-61 P90-10006 06
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
INASA RELEASE-90-901 P90-10090 06
NASA AND FAA SIGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-90-131 ] P90-10131 06
FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR RES. & TECHNO/IFRG/
ROSAT SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT FLORIDA
LAUNCH SITE
(NASA RELEASE-90-271 P90-10021 06
FELLOWSHIPS
HUBBLE POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED
INASA RELEASE-90-381 P90-10038 06
SPACE GRANT COLLEGE AND FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM PHASE tt ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-90-751 P90-10075 06
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
(NASA RELEASE-90-871 P90-10087 06
FIELD
S SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
FIRAS





I NASA RELEASE-90-391 P90-10039 06
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
(NASA RELEASE-90-67( P90-IO067 06
FISSION REACTORS
LUNAR MINING COULD PROVIDE FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCE FOR EARTH
I NASA RELEASE-90-139} 1:)90-10139 06
FLIGHT CONTROL
SA HIGHLY INTEGRATED DIG ELECTRONIC
CONTROL
NASA F-15 DEMONSTRATES SELF-REPAIRING
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-90-431 P90-10043 06
FLIGHT DURATION
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
INASA RELEASE-90-941 F:_:30-10094 06
FLIGHT DYN. LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
NASA F-15 DEMONSTRATES SELF-REPAIRING
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-90-43 J P90-10043 06
FLIGHT FATIGUE
CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
I NASA RELEASE-90-901 P90-10090 06
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, EDWARDS, CALIF.
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF.
FLIGHT SAFETY
CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
{NASA RELEASE-90-901 P90-10090 06
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
I NASA RELEASE-90-991 P90-10099 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN COCKPIT; DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10192 05
FLIGHT SCHEDULES/SPACE SHUTTLES/
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-831 P90-10063 06
FLIGHT SIMULATION
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES-DRYDEN
INASA RELEASE-90-1491 P90-10149 05
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-151J P90-10151 06
FLIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SATELLITE SERVICER
FLIGHT OEMONSTRATION
INASA RELEASE-90-12] P90-10012 06
FUGHT TIEUEROBOTIC SERVICER
MANAGEMENT OF POLAR PLATFORM TO CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-90-101 P90-100t0 06
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SATELLITE SERVICER
FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION
INASA RELEASE-90-121 P90-10012 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
(NASA RELEASE-90-1581 P90-10158 06
FLIGHT TESTS
NASA F-15 DEMONSTRATES SELF-REPAIRING
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-90-431 P90-10043 06
X-29 SHOWS UNEXPECTED MANEUVERABILITY IN
'HIGH-ALPHA' FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-90-521 P90-10052 06
NASA F-16XL AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
(NASA RELEASE-90-591 P90-10059 06
SPACE SHUTTLE DRAG CHUTE TESTS SET TO
BEGIN AT AMES-DRYDEN
INASA RELEASE-90-100] P90-10100 06
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
(NASA RELEASE-90-I151 P90-10115 06
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-90-136[ P90-I0136 0'6
NASA AND HONEYWELL CONDUCT AUTOMATED
LANDING RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-90-1531 P90-10153 06
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET




NASA ENGINEERS AND MARINE SCIENTISTS TEST
BAY CLEAN-UP TECHNOLOGY




MAKING FRESH VEGETABLES ON LONG-DURATION
SPACE TRAVEL
INASA RELEASE-90-821 P90-10082 06
NASA, TADCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-148} P90-10148 06
FORD AEROSPACE AND COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY
SATELLITE PHASE B RFP RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-90-2} P90-10002 06
FORD AEROSPACE CORP.
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES












NASA F-16XL AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
i NASA RELEASE-90-59} 1:>90-10059 136
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY








NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
' NASA RELEASE-90-21 P90-10021 06
VICE PRESIDENT EMPHASIZES WHITE HOUSE
SPACE COMMITMENT
NASA RELEASE-90-221 P90-10022 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-90-144J P90-10144 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
NASA RELEASE-90-152 P90-10152 06
NASA AWARDS COMMERCIAL MIDDECK
AUGMENTATION MODULE CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-90-157 P90-10157 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
OF REMOTE SENSING
JNASA RELEASE-90-164 P90-10164 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH: EROS DATA CENTER
DEDICATION; SIOUX FALLS. SO P90-10164 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
P90-10197 05
FUSION POWER
LUNAR MINING COULD PROVIDE FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCE FOR EARTH
tNASA RELEASE-90 139I P90-10t39 06
G
GALACTIC CLUSTERS
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES




ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE 90661 PgO 10066 06
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE PEERS _NTO CORE OF
DISTANT GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE 90-1181 P90 10111] 06
GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY
NASA RELEASES JANLIARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
:NASA RELEASE 90-151 P90-10015 06
GAMMA*RAY OBSERVATORY SF I FOR SHIPMENT
TO FLORIDA LAUNCH SITE
}NASA RELEASE 90-19_ P90-10019 06
NASA REVISES SPACE Sf4UITL[ MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE 90 3II P90 10037 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER t990 MIXED FLEE f
MANIFEST
tNASA RELEASE 91) 1581 PgO 1015H 06
GAS TURBINE ENGINES
ADVANCED lAUNCH SYSI[ M ROCKET [ NGINE
DEFINED









NASA TO FEATURE AT RONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
I NASA RELEASE 90 99 _ P_() 1009_.) 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
DOD/NASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAl AIRC) SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR IEAM
INASARELIASt !_0711 P!)(]_00?l 06
A-12
STATEMENT BY NASA DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR ON
LAUNCH OF CRRES/ATLAS-1
[ NASA RELEASE-90-1041 P90-10104 06
GENERAL DYNAMICS SPACE SYST. DIV., CALIF.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
INASA RELEASE*90-941 P90-I0094 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-97 J P90-10097 06
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., AEROSPACE GROUP
ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY
SATELLITE PHASE B RFP RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-90-21 P90-I0002 06
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., BINGHAMTON, N.Y.
NASA F-15 DEMONSTRATES SELF-REPAIRING
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-90-431 P90-10043 06
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
f NASA RELEASE-90*1361 P90-10136 06
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., N.J.
MANAGEMENT OF POLAR PLATFORM TO CHANGE
}NASA RELEASE-90-101 P90-_00_0 06
GENETICS
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-1511 P90-10151 06
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, U.S.
JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
I NASA RELEASE-90-1241 P90-10124 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH EROS DATA CENTER





NASA AND JAPAN SIGN GEOTAIL AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE 90-4 I Pg0 10004 06
NASA EXPERIMENT TO BRIGHTEN EASTER SKY
INASA RELEASE.90-541 P90.10054 06
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKE T CAMPAIGN
_N KWAJALEIN
I NASA RELEASE-90 93 I P90.10093 06
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER. ALA
GEORGE M. LOW TROPHY
N_NE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
I NASA RELEASE-90 62] P90 10062 06
NASA RENAMES EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR
GEORGE M LOW
INASA RELEASE-90-143i P90-10143 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTIA
INASA RELEASE-90 1451 P90-10145 06
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP:
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P90-10190 05
GEOTAIL MISSION /JAPAN/
NASA AND JAPAN SIGN GEOTAIL AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE 90.4 I P90.10004 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE 90-158] P90-10158 06
GERMAN SATELLITES
S ROSAT (GERMAN X-RAY SATELLITE)
GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
INASA RELEASE.90 161 P90-tO016 06
SCIENIISI REPORTS POLl UTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-90 171 P90-10017 06
iNTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ADDRESSES
L_I ()BAt BURNING
I r'4ASA RFLEASE 90 39l P90 I0039 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-871 P90-10087 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
[NASA RELEASE-90-1231 P90-10123 06
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I NASA RELEASE-90-70 P90-10070 06
U.S AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-90 102 P90-10102 06
U.S. AND USS.R AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
NASA RELEASE-90-105 P£,0-10105 06
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
;NASA RELEASE-90-106 P90-10106 06
JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
NASA RELEASE-90-124 I P90-10124 06
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES
NASA RELEASE-90-1331 P90-10133 06
U S./USS R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
I NASA RELEASE-90-1381 P90-10138 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
REVIEW OF U.S /JAPAN SPACE COOPERATION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1561 P90-10156 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-1581 P90-10158 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION TASK FORCE ON GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE P90-10169 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN. MICHIGAN P90-10170 05
ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUR_
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D C
P90-10t71 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION: UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
REMARKS BY J R THOMPSON. NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR. BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-10178 05
OVERVIEW: MAJOR SPACE PROGRAMS;
PRESENTED TO: TREASURY EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE
P90-10179 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE: HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
Pg0-10187 05
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
INASA RELEASE-90-16) P90-10016 06
INTERNATIONAL GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
S GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED.
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML.1
!NASA RELEASE-90-13] P90-10013 06
NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGH1
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
INASARELFASE-90 151 P90-10015 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
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SPACE SHUTTLE TO LUNAR ORBIT; EXCERPTS
FROM REMARKS TO: 9TH INTERNATIONAL SPACE
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE P90-10180 05
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
I NASA RELEASE-90-161 P90-10016 06
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE RESOLVES GASEOUS
RING AROUND SUPERNOVA
i NASA RELEASE-90-1171 P90-10117 06
INTERPLANETARY DUST
CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
INASA RELEASE-90-231 P90-10023 06
INTERSTELLAR DUST
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST
[NASA RELEASE-90-1401 P90-10140 06
INTERSTELLAR GAS
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY SHOWS FEW
SURPRISES
I NASA RELEASE-90-11 I P90-10011 06
PIONEER 11 PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT. LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-90-291 P90-10029 06
INVESTIGATION BOARDS
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
I NASA RELEASEg0-581 P90-10058 0E
HUBBLE BOARD OF INVESTIGATION NAMED
I NASA RELEASE-90-91 I R90-I0091 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-1271 P90-10127 06
IONIZED GASES
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFIC
I NASA RELEASE 90-1201 P90-10120 06
IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-931 P90-10093 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
1 NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-931 P90-10093 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
(NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
"EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-971 P90-10097 06
CRRES LAUNCH DELAYED ONE TO TWO WEEKS
I NASA RELEASE-90-981 P90-10098 06
IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING STATIONS
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
IONS
S HEAVY IONS
IOWA UNIV., IOWA CITY
PIONEER 10 MARKS NEW EPOCH IN SOLAR SYS]EM
EXPLORATION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1251 P90-10125 0,5
A-15
IRVINE INDUSTRIES, INC., SANTA ANA, CA
IRVlNE INDUSTRIES, INC., SANTA ANA, CA
SPACE SHUTTLE DRAG CHUTE TESTS SET TO
BEGIN AT AMES-DRYDEN
tNASA RELEASE-90-100J P90-t0100 06
ITALIAN SPACE AGENCY
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED;
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
[NASA RELEASE-90-131 P90-10013 06
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-371 P90-10037 06
J
JACKSON STATE COLLEGE, MISS.
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
I NASA RELEASE-90-79J P90-10079 06
JAPAN
SA JAPANESE SPACE AGENCY
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-106] P90-10106 06
JAPANESE EXPERIMENT MODULE
REVIEW OF US./JAPAN SPACE COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1561 P90-10156 06
JAPANESE SATELLITES
S ADVANCED EARTH OBSERVING SATELLITE
JAPANESE SPACE AGENCY
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
]NASA RELEASE-00-1061 P90-10106 06
JET PROPULSION LAB., PASADENA. CALIF.
GODDARD TROPHY CEREMONY PLANNED AT
WHITE HOUSE
NASA RELEASE-90-42 P90-10042 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT CAPE TO
BEGIN LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
NASA RELEASE-90-70 P90-10070 06
NASA'S JET PROPULSION LABORATORY TESTS
PLANETARY ROVER
NASA RELEASE-90-85 P90-10085 06
JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
I NASA RELEASEg0-124 P90 10124 06
MAGELLAN TO TEMPORARILY HALT RADAR
MAPPING OF VENUS
INASA RELEASE-90-141 P90-10141 06
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
INASA RELEASE-90-151 PgO 10151 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT:
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN Pg0 10170 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL DE CALIFORNIA. LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
P90 10186 05
JETSTAR
S C 140 AIRCRAFT
JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, NASA, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. COCOA BEACH,
FLA
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., BALTIMORE, MD.
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-SZI P90-10057 06
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SATELLITE SERVICER
FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION
INASA RELEASE-90-121 P90-t0012 06
SPACE SHUTTLE ENDEAVOUR POWERED-ON
I NASA RELEASE 90 951 P90 10095 06
SHUTTLE CREW COMMANDERS REASSIGNED
I NASA RELEASE 90 961 P9,0.10096 06
SPACE SHUTTLE DRAG CHUTE TESTS SET TO
BEGIN AT AMES-DRYDEN
INASA RELEASE 90-1001 P90-I0100 06
A-16
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
]NASA RELEASE-90-1131 P90-10113 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
I NASA RELEASE*90-127J P90-10127 06
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
JNASA RELEASE-90-1551 P90-10155 06
REVIEW OF US/JAPAN SPACE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1561 P90-10156 06
NASA AWARDS COMMERCIAL MIDDECK
AUGMENTATION MODULE CONTRACT
{NASA RELEASE-90-157] P90-10157 06
ASTRONAUT SPRINGER RETIRES FROM NASA.
MARINE CORPS
INASA RELEASE-90-159] P90-10159 06
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
INASA RELEASE-90-1611 P°J0-10161 06
JSC
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX
JUPITER/PLANET/
PIONEER 11 PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT. LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM
{NASA RELEASE-90-29] P90-10029 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT CAPE TO
BEGIN LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-90-701 P90-10070 06
PIONEER 10 MARKS NEW EPOCH IN SOLAR SYSTEM
EXPLORATION
]NASA RELEASE-90 1251 P90-10125 06
K
KANSAS STATE UNIV., MANHATTAN
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-90-135i P90-I0135 06
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE ALFRED M LANDZ)N
LECTURE; KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY. MANHATTAN,
KANSAS P90-10193 05
KAPTON
CLOSE UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
INASA RELEASE 90-231 P90-I0023 06
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
TRULY MAKES KEY APPOINTMENTS
} NASA RELEASE-90-3 t Pg0-10003 06
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY SHOWS FEW
SURPRISES
( NASA RELEASE-90-11 I P90-10011 06
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY SET FOR SHIPMENT
TO FLORIDA LAUNCH SITE
I NASA RELEASE-90-19 P90.10019 06
CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
I NASA RELEASE-90-23 P90-10023 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT FLORIDA
LAUNCH SITE
NASA RELEASE-90.27 P90-10027 06
COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL REFERENCE HAS SPACE
AND EARTH APPLICATIONS
NASA RELEASE-00.30 P90-10030 06
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES FOR NASA
SPACECRAFT ARRIVE AT GODDARD
NASA RELEASE-90-34 P90-10034 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR INVITES LOCAL STUDENTS
TO SHUTTLE LAUNCHES
NASA RELEASE-90-4B POD-1004B 06
APOLLO 204 SPACECRAFT TO BE STORED AT CAPE
CANAVERAL AF STATION
NASA RELEASE*90*60 P90-10000 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT CAPE TO
BEGIN LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
NASA RELEASE-90-70 P90.10070 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
"EARTHSPACE'
NASA RELEASE-90-94] P90-I0094 06
CRRES LAUNCH SEF FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE"
INASA RELEASE 90 971 P90-I0097 06
SUBJECT INE)EX
CRRES LAUNCH DELAYED ONE TO TWO WEEKS
{ NASA RELEASE-90-98 ) P90-10098 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
iNVESTIGATION TEAM
INASA RELEASE-90-127] P90-10127 06
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE TOTAL DUALITY LEADERSHIP;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P90-I0190 05
KEVLAR /TRADEMARK/
CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
[NASA RELEASE-90 23 ] P90-10023 06
KSC
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. COCOA BEACH,
FLA
KWAJALEIN ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-931 P90-10093 06
L
L. B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON. TEX
L'GARDE, INC., CALIF.
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-90-881 Pg0 10088 06
LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
NASA F-16XL AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
( NASA RELEASE-90-591 PgO 10059 06
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
]NASA RELEASE-90-1151 P90-10115 06
LANOSAT SATELLITES
U S, AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
INASA RELEASE-90-t021 P90-10102 06
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
RESEARCH EXPERIMENTS TO MONITOR COLUMBIA
RE-ENTRY
) NASA RELEASE 90-81 P90-10008 06
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ADDRESSES
GLOBAL BURNING
I NASA RELEASE-90-391 P90-10039 06
STUDY DETECTS POSSJBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC
I NASA RELEASE-90 41 I P90-10041 06
NASA ENGINEERS AND MARINE SCIENTISTS TEST
BAY CLEAN-UP TECHNOLOGY
I NASA RELEASE-90-561 P90-10056 06
NASA F-16XL AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-90-591 P90-10059 06
APOLLO 204 SPACECRAFT TO BE STORED AT CAPE
CANAVERAL AF STATION
INASA RELEASE-90-601 P90-10060 06
TWO COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES TO BE
LAUNCHED IN MAY
) NASA RELEASE-90-64 J P90-10064 06
APOLLO 204 CAPSULE TO REMAIN AT THE LANGLEY
RESEARCH CENTER
I NASA RELEASE*90-76I P90-10076 06
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
I NASA RELEASE-90-991 P00-10099 06
US AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
I NASA RELEASE-90-102 ] P90-10102 06
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
t NASA RELEASE-90-115 t PgO-10115 06
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-90-1361 P90-10136 06
US/USS R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
I NASA RELEASE-90-1381 P90-10138 06
NASA AND HONEYWELL CONDUCT AUTOMATED
LANDING RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-90 t531 P90-10153 06
SUBJECT INDEX
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN COCKPIT: DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10192 05
L_RC
S LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE
S HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
LAUNCH OPERATIONS
NASA ADMINISTRATOR INVITES LOCAL STUDENTS
TO SHUTTLE LAUNCHES
INASA RELEASE-90-48 ] P90-10048 06
LAUNCH SCHEDULES
NASA ADMINISTRATOR INVITES LOCAL STUDENTS
TO SHUTTLE LAUNCHES
JNASA RELEASE-90-48J P90-10048 06
LAUNCH SERVICES
SA COMMERCIAL LAUNCH SERVICES
NASA AND JAPAN SIGN GEOTAIL AGREEMENT
[ NASA RELEASE-90-41 P90-10004 06
LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA ATLAS-CENTAUR 69 /AC-69/
SA DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA DELTA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA TITAN 4
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, DC.
P90-10174 05
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB.
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
JNASA RELEASE-90-151 ] P90-10151 06
LDEF
S LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY
LEAKAGE
HYDROGEN LEAK DISCOVERED ON SHUTTLE
ATLANTIS
I NASA RELEASE-90-89 j P90-10089 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
INASA RELEASE-90-127I P90-10127 06
LERC
S LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO
LESC, HOUSTON, TEXAS
S LOCKHEED ENGINEERING AND SCI. CO.,
HOUSTON
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO
NASA ADMINISTRATOR APPOINTS ROSS AS LEWIS
CENTER DIRECTOR
[ NASA RELEASE-90-491 P90-10049 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
[NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
[NASA RELEASE-90-971 P90-10097 06
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
I NASA RELEASE-90-991 Pgo- 10099 06
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
I NASA RELEASE-90-113 J P90-10113 06
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-136] P90-10136 06
U.S./U.S.S.R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
{NASA RELEASE-90-138J P90-10138 06
NASA TECHNOLOGIES BENEFIT MEDICAL
ORTHOPEDIC SCIENCE
INASA RELEASE-90-142) P90-10142 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN COCKPIT; DALLAS, TEXAS
P90-10192 05
LIBRARIES




U.S. AND USS R CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90÷1301 P90-10130 06
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-90-1351 P90-10135 06
NASA, TADCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-1481 P90-I0148 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-90-158] P90-10158 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
t NASA RELEASE-90-160J P90-10160 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P90-10166 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN P90-10170 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ENGINEERING
COLLOQUIUM CONTRACTING OUT - HAS NASA GONE
TOO FAR? P90-10176 05
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M. LANDON
LECTURE; KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY. MANHATTAN,
KANSAS P90-10193 05
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
SA CONTROLLED ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM
NASA AND ROCKWELL SIGN AGREEMENT FOR EDO
PALLET
I NASA RELEASE-90-47 ) P90-10047 06
NEW ADVANCED l IFE SUPPORT DIVISION
ESTABLISHED AT NASA AMES
I NASA RELEASE-90-731 P90-10073 06
MAKING FRESH VEGETABLES ON LONG-DURATiON
SPACE TRAVEL
I NASA RELEASE-90-821 P90-10082 06
U.S. AND USS R CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1301 P90-10130 06
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
)NASA RELEASE-90-135J P90-10135 06
NASA. TADCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-1481 P90-10148 06
LIFE SYSTEMS, INC.
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-90-881 P90-10088 06
LIGHTNING
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
I NASA RELEASE-90-101 I P90-10101 06
LIQUID HELIUM
COBE ENTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
INASA RELEASE-90-129J P90-10129 06
LIQUID HYDROGEN
NASA AND ROCKWELL SIGN AGREEMENT FOR EDO
PALLET
INASA RELEASE-90-47J P90-10047 06
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
INASA RELEASE-90-113j P90-10113 06
LIQUID HYDROGEN-2 TANK/SPACE SHUTTLE/
S EXTERNAL TANK
LIQUID OXYGEN
NASA AND ROCKWELL SIGN AGREEMENT FOR EDO
PALLET
I NASA RELEASE 90 471 P90-10047 06
LUNAR COLONIZATION
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM RocKET ENG)NE
DEFINED
[ NASA RELEASE-90-113] P90-10113 06
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
S SPACE TRANSPORTATION MAIN ENGINE
LOCKHEED CORP.
NASA ACQUIRES SUPERSONIC SR-71S ON LOAN
FROM USAF
JNASA RELEASE-90-24J P90-10024 06
LOCKHEED ENGINEERING AND SCl. CO., HOUSTON
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
INASA RELEASE-90-62] P90-10062 06
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO,
ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY
SATELLITE PHASE B RFP RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-90-2J P90-10002 06
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., CALIF.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
INASA RELEASE-90-681 P90-10068 06
LOCKHEED SPACE OPERATIONS, FLA.
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTFLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-127J P90-10127 06
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY SHOWS FEW
SURPRISES
INASA RELEASE-90-11 I P90-10011 06
CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
I NASA RELEASE-90-231 P90-10023 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF t990
( NASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
LONG-DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
NASA DEDICATES HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB AT
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-531 P90-10053 06
NASA, TADCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-148J P90-10148 06
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB., N. VEX.
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-151 I P90-10151 06
LOX
S LIQUID OXYGEN
LTV MISSILES AND ELECTRONICS GROUP, TEXAS
TWO COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES TO BE
LAUNCHED IN MAY




I NASA RELEASE-90-741 P90-10074 06
NASA ANNOUNCED NEXT STEPS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-81 I P90-10081 06
RESPONSE TO SEI OUTREACH PROGRAM STRONG,
NASA SAYS
[ NASA RELEASE-90-1141 P90-I0114 06
SPACE SHUTTLE TO LUNAR ORBIT; EXCERPTS
FROM REMARKS TO: 9TH INTERNATIONAL SPACE
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE P90-10180 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90.10181 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION, NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90-10182 05
MISSISSIPPi STATE UNIVERSITY FALL FACULTY
CONVOCATION P90-10185 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
Pg0-10186 05
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE: TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP,




TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION ADMIRAL TRDLY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
LUNAR MINING
LUNAR MINING COULD PROVIDE FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCE FOR EARTH
I NASA RELEASE-90-139) P90-10139 06
LUNAR RESOURCES
LUNAR MIN(NG COULD PROVIDE FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCE FOR EARTH
INASA RELEASE-90-1391 P90-10139 06
LUNAR SAMPLES
LUNAR MINING COULD PROVIDE FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCE FOR EARTH
!NASA RELEASE-90-1391 P90-10t39 06
M
MAGELLAN MISSION
U S /U S S R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
]NASA RELEASE-90-138) P90-10138 06
MAGELLAN TO TEMPORARILY HALT RADAR
MAPPING OF VENUS
I NASA RELEASE-90-141J P90-10141 06
MAGELLANIC CLOUDS
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
INASA RELEASE-90-111J P90-10111 06
MAGNETIC FIELDS
S GEOMAGNETIC FIELD





CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-97J P90-10097 06
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFIC




NASA DEDICATES HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB AT
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
) NASA RELEASE-90-531 P90-10053 06
MAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON






ASTRONAUT MCCANDLESS RETIRES FROM NASA,
NAVY
I NASA RELEASE-90-1211 P90-10121 06
MANNED MARS MISSIONS
NASA ANNOUNCED NEXT STEPS _N SPACE
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-90-81 t P90-10081 06
RESPONSE TO SEI OUTREACH PROGRAM STRONG.
NASA SAYS
] NASA RELEASE-90-1141 P90-10114 06
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
SA APOLLO PROJECT
SA LONG-DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
SA SKYLAB PROGRAM
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET
PROPULSION SYMPOSIUM; ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
P.90.10168 05
A-18
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-I0171 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, O.C.
P90-10174 05
OVERVIEW: MAJOR SPACE PROGRAMS;
PRESENTED TO: TREASURY EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE
P90-10179 05
SPACE SHUTTLE TO LUNAR ORBIT; EXCERPTS
FROM REMARKS TO: 9TH INTERNATIONAL SPACE
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE P90-10180 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
P90-10186 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE: HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
PgO- 10187 05
NASA HEADOUARTERS HONOR AWARDS
CEREMONY P90-10188 05
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE: TOTAL DUALITY LEADERSHIP;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P90-10190 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON, OC P90-10191 05
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M LANDON
LECTURE; KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN,
KANSAS P90-t0193 05
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.





JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
INASA RELEASE-90-1241 P90-10124 06
MAROTTA SCIENTIFIC CONTROLS, MONTVILLE, NJ
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-62 ] P90-10062 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
INASA RELEASE-90-1451 P90-10145 06
MARS '94 MISSION
S SOVIET MARS MISSIONS
MARS BALLOON RELAY MISSION
U.S/U S S.R. SPACE MEETINGS TO BE FIELD
INASA RELEASE-90-1381 P90-10138 06
MARS EXPLORATION
SA MARS OBSERVER MISSION
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCED
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-741 P90-t0074 06
SPACE SHUTTLE TO LUNAR ORBIT; EXCERPTS
FROM REMARKS TO: 9TH iNTERNATIONAL SPACE
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE P90-10180 05
MARS GEOSCIENCE/CLIMATOLOGY ORBITER
S MARS OBSERVER MISSION
MARS OBSERVER MISSION
U S/USSR SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
INASA RELEASE-90*1381 P90-I0138 06
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
FIRING 'OLD' SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTORS HAS
BENEFITS FOR FUTURE
I NASA RELEASE-90-61 P90-10006 06
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
INASA RELEASE-90-451 P90-10045 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
INASA RELEASE-90-68 P90-10068 06
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE PROGRAM tS
TERMINATED
(NASA RELEASE-90-78 P90-10078 06
NASA'S JET PROPULSION LABORATORY TESTS
PLANETARY ROVER
NASA RELEASE-90-85 P90-t0085 06
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
NASA RELEASE-90-93 P90-10093 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
NASA RELEASE-90-94 P90-t0094 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
NASA RELEASE-90*97 P90-10097 06
NASA. C&P AND STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
SUPPORT PROJECT LASER
NASA RELEASE-90-1101 P90-10110 06
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
NASA RELEASE-90-1131 1:)90-10113 06
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFIC
NASA RELEASE-90-1201 P90-10120 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
NASA RELEASE-90-1271 P90-10127 06
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., DENVER, COLO.
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
[ NASA RELEASE-90-88 J P90-10088 06
MARTIN MARIETTA MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS, LA.
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-62_ P90-10062 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
(NASA RELEASE-90 127[ P90-I0127 06
MARYLAND UNIV., COLLEGE PARK
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR OUST
INASA RELEASE-90-1401 Pgo- 10140 06
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
I NASA RELEASE-90-88 [ Pg0-10088 06




CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
INASA RELEASE-90-23J P90-10023 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN P90-10170 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, DC
P90-10171 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
NASA HEADQUARTERS HONOR AWARDS
CEREMONY P90-10188 05
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE ALFREDM LANDON
LECTURE; KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN.
KANSAS P90-10193 05
MAX-PLANCK INST., GARCHING, GERMANY
BOSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE 90 66t P90-10066 06
SUBJECT INDEX
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT CORP.
NASA F-15 DEMONSTRATES SELF-REPAIRING
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
I NASA RELEASE-90-43] P90-10043 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP.
SA DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO,, INC,
NASA AND JAPAN SIGN GEOTAIL AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-41 P90-10004 06
DOO/NASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAL AERO-SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR TEAM
{NASA RELEASE-90-71 } P90-1007t 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., ST. LOUIS, MO.
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
TNASA RELEASE-90-88) Pg0-10088 06
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1361 P90-10136 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS SPACE SYSTEMS CO., CA.
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
[NASA RELEASE-90-66t P90-10066 06
MCGILL UNIV., MONTREAL, QUEBEC
U.S, AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY




COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL REFERENCE HAS SPACE
AND EARTH APPLICATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-301 P90-10030 06
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
S MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS
S PROSTHETIC DEVICES
MEDICAL PERSONNEL
COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL REFERENCE HAS SPACE
AND EARTH APPLICATIONS




NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
INASA RELEASE-90-1551 P90-10155 06
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
NASA AND ROCKWELL SIGN AGREEMENT FOR EDO
PALLET
I NASA RELEASE-90-471 P90-10047 06
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-90-791 P90-I0079 06
NASA AND FAA SIGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-90-131 I P90-10131 06
NASA, TADCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-148] P90-10148 06
METEOR SPACECRAFT
U.S. AND U.S.S R. AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-90-1051 P90-10105 06
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS






SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES





U.S. AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
I NASA RELEASE-90-1021 P90-10102 06
MICHIGAN
NASA TO COSPONSOR SMALL BUSINESS
PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-90-132J P90-10132 06
MICHIGAN UNIV.
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
INASA RELEASE-90-128] Pg0-t0128 06
MICHOUD ASSEMBLY FAC., NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
I NASA RELEASE-90-68] P90-10068 06
MICROGRAVITY
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
INASA RELEASE-90-44J P90-I0044 06
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
INASA RELEASE-90-1551 P90-10155 06
MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY-t /USML-1/
ASTRONAUT CREW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVITY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1 ] P90-10001 06
NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-90-151 P90-10015 06
NASA SELECTS MICROGRAVITY MISSION PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES
[ NASA RELEASE-90-1081 P90-10108 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-1581 P90-10158 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
MICROGRAVlTY SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
I NASA RELEASE-90-5_I P90-10058 06
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
I NASA RELEASE-90-106I P90-10106 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
NASA, TADCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
)NASA RELEASE-90-1481 P90-10148 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
28TH GODDARO MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, DC
P90-10174 05
NASA HEADQUARTERS HONOR AWARDS
CEREMONY P90-10188 05
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M LANDON
LECTURE; KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN,
KANSAS Pg0-10193 05
MICROMETEOROIDS
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY SHOWS FEW
SURPRISES
I NASA RELEASE-90-11 I P90-10011 06
CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
I NASA RELEASE-90-231 P90-10023 06
MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS




COBE ENTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
INASA RELEASE-90-1291 P90-10129 06
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES
INASA RELEASE-90-1331 P90-10133 06
MISSION PLANS
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST




NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-90-79J P90-10079 06
MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM, NASA
NASA RECEIVES AWARD FOR MINORITY BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
(NASA RELEASE-90-154J P90-10154 0"6
MINORITY INSTITUTIONS PROGRAM, NASA
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-90-791 P90-10079 06
MIR SPACE STATION
US AND U S S.R CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-130) P90-10130 06
MISSION DURATION
NASA AND ROCKWELL SIGN AGREEMENT FOR EDO
PALLET
(NASA RELEASE-90-471 P90-10047 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-90-661 P90-10066 08
NASA SELECTS MICROGRAMITY MISSION PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES
I NASA RELEASE-90-108) P90-10108 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1221 Pg0-10122 06
PIONEER 10 MARKS NEW EPOCH IN SOLAR SYSTEM
EXPLORATION
INASA RELEASE-90-t25] P90-10125 06
MISSION OBJECTIVES
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
( NASA RELEASE-90-66 ( Pg0-10066 06
COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
PLANNED
I NASA RELEASE-90-831 P90-10083 06
NASA SELECTS MICROGRAVITY MISSION PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES
INASA RELEASE-90-108) P90-10108 06
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFIC
INASA RELEASE-90-1201 P90-10120 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-122t P90-10122 06
MISSION PLANS
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB tML-1 MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
MANAGEMENT OF POLAR PLATFORM TO CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-90-t01 P90-10010 06
NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-151 P90-10015 06
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY SET FOR SHIPMENT
TO FLORIDA LAUNCH SITE
INASA RELEASE-9(_191 poj0-10019 06
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES FOR NASA
SPACECRAFT ARRIVE AT GODDARD
INASA RELEASE-90-341 P90-10034 06
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-371 P90-10037 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
INASA RELEASE-90-44] P90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-941 I:x:JO-10094 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
INASA RELEASE-90-971 P90-10097 06
A-19
MISSION SPECIALISTS
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
[ NASA RELEASE-90-1111 P90-10111 06
US AND U,S.S.R CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1301 P90-10130 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER t990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASE-90-158] P90-I0158 06
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
I NASA RELEASE-90-1611 P90-10161 06
TRULY TO IMPLEMENT IMMEDIATELY SOME
COMMrl-rEE RECOMMENDATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1621 P90-10162 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
OF REMOTE SENSING
{NASA RELEASE-90-164} P90-10164 06
SPACE STATION INTEGRATED DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-90-1651 P90-10165 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION TASK FORCE ON GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE P90-10169 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITrEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW:
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL. WASHINGTON. DC.
P90-10174 05
REMARKS BY J. R THOMPSON. NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR. BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-10t 78 05
SPACE SHUTTLE TO LUNAR ORBIT; EXCERPTS
FROM REMARKS TO: 9TH INTERNATIONAL SPACE
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE P90-10180 05
PRESS CONFERENCE OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
P90-10186 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
Pgo- 10187 05
NASA HEADQUARTERS HONOR AWARDS
CEREMONY P90-10188 05
WEt COMING REMARKS EISENHOWER
CENTENNIAL SPACE ROUNDTABLE A LOOK TO THE
FUTURE P90-10189 05
MISSION SPECIALISTS
ASTRONAUT CHEW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVITY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE 90-11 P90-10001 06
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
INASA RELEASE-90-7] P90-10007 06
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML t MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED;
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
tNASA RELEASE-90-131 P90.10013 06
ASTRONAUT MULLANE TO RETIRE FROM NASA, AIR
FORCE
I NASA RELEASE-90-281 P90-10028 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-t0063 06
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-43. STS-44, STS-45)
INASA RELEASE-90-721 P90 10072 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
iNASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
REVIEW OF U S/JAPAN SPACE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90 T561 P90-10156 06
A-20
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION TASK FORCE ON GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE P90-10169 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN P90-t0170 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D C
P90-10171 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMll-FEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMll_FEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
OVERVIEW: MAJOR SPACE PROGRAMS:
PRESENTED TO: TREASURY EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE
P90-10179 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOB
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90o10182 05
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH: EROS DATA CENTER
DEDICATION; SIOUX FALLS. SD P90-10184 05
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY FALL FACULTY
CONVOCATION P90- t0185 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
P90-10186 05
NASA HEADQUARTERS HONOR AWARDS
CEREMONY P90-10188 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON. DC P90-10191 05
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M LANDON
LECTURE; KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY. MANHATTAN,
KANSAS P90-10193 05
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH CONFERENCE
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
INASA RELEASE-90-161 P90-10016 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
[NASA RELEASE-90-1231 P90-10123 06
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIV.
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY FALL FACULTY
CONVOCATION Pgo-10185 05
MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-37 ] P90-10037 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER t990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
I NASA RE LEASE -90-1581 P90- t 0158 06
MODELS
TRULY PRESENTED SPACE MODEL BY CANADIAN
SCHOOL




NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
I NASA RE L E ASE -90-1551 Pg0-10155 06
MSE
S MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
MSEC
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER. ALA
N
NACA
S NATIONAL ADV. COMM FOR AERONAUTICS
NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
S GEORGE M LOW TROPHY
NASA HIGH ALPHA PROGRAM
S HIGH ALPHA PROGRAM
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA POLAR ORBITING PLATFORM
S SPACE STATION POLAR PLATFORM
NASA TECR BRIEFS
NASA ANNOUNCES FIRST NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-90-801 P90-10080 06
TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1471 P90-10147 06
NASOA
S JAPANESE SPACE AGENCY
NATIONAL ACAO. OF ENG., WASHINGTON, D.C.
NASA'S FIRST 'A' MARKS 75 YEARS OF
ACHIEVEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-351 P90-10035 06
NATIONAL ADV. COMM. FOR AERONAUTICS
NASA'S FIRST 'A' MARKS 75 YEARS OF
ACHIEVEMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-351 P90-10035 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON, DC P90-10191 05
NATIONAL AERON. AND SPACE ADMIN.
S AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFEll FIELD,
CA
S CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF
S EDUCATIONAL AFFAIRS DIVISION. NASA
S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
S GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR, GREENBELT,
MD
S HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASHINGTON, D.C
S INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS CENTERS, NASA
S JET PROPULSION LAB. PASADENA, CALIF
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA
S LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
S LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER. CLEVELAND, OHIO
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER. ALA
S MICHOUD ASSEMBLY FAC, NEW ORLEANS, LA.
S MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM.
NASA
S MINORITY INSTITUTIONS PROGRAM, NASA
S OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
TECHNOLOGY
S OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, EXPLOR &
TECHNOL
S OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
S OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS, NASA
S OFFICE OF EXPLORATION, NASA
S OFFICE OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS
S OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES, NASA
S OFFICE OF INDUSTRY AFFAIRS, NASA
S OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, NASA
S OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
S OFFICE OF LIFE SCIENCES, NASA
S OFFICE OF SAFETY AND MISSION QUALITY,
NASA
S OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
S OFFICE OF SPACE OPERATIONS
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS




EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION TASK FORCE ON GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE P90-10169 05
NATIONAL INST. FOR AMAZON RES., BRAZIL
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
I NASA RELEASE-90-671 P90-10067 06
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN.
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC
i NASA RELEASE-90-411 P90-10041 06
SUBJECT INDEX OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES




INASA RELEASE-90-39} P90-10039 06
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC
INASA RELEASE-90-41 I P90-10041 06
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
INASA RELEASE-90*151J P90-10151 06
NATIONAL SPACE CLUB
GOODARD TROPHY CEREMONY PLANNED AT
WHITE HOUSE
INASA RELEASE-90-42] P90-10042 06
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D,C
P9_-10171 05
NATIONAL SPACE COUNCIL
US./US.S R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
INASA RELEASE-90-138J P90-10138 06
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL. WASHINGTON, DC
P90-10171 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
P90-10187 05
NATIONAL SPACE DEVELOP. AGENCY, JAPAN
S JAPANESE SPACE AGENCY
NATIONAL SPACE GRANT PROGRAM
S UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
NATIONAL SPACE POLICY
VICE PRESIDENT EMPHASIZES WHITE HOUSE
SPACE COMMITMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-22J P90-10022 06
NASA, ORBITAL SCIENCES CORPORATION SIGN
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-921 P90-I0092 06
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
P90-10187 05
NASA HEADQUARTERS HONOR AWARDS
CEREMONY Fg0-10188 05
WELCOMING REMARKS EISENHOWER
CENTENNIAL SPACE ROUNDTABLE: A LOOK TO THE
FUTURE P90-10189 05
NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA
S STENNIS SPACE CENTER, MISS.
NATIONAL TELECOM. AND INFO. ADMIN.
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS




NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
[NASA RELEASE-90-93] P90-10093 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
INASA RELEASE-90-94t P90-10094 06
NAVIGATION
S SELF CONTAINED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
NEAR INFRARED RADIATION
CODE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR DUST
[NASA RELEASE-90-1401 P90.10140 06
NEBUIJUE
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
[NASA RELEASE-90-111 I P90-10111 06
NEGATIVE ION AND CATION RELEASE EXPERIMENT
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
INASA RELEASE-90-931 P90-10093 06
NEPTUNE ENCOUNTER
PIONEER 11 PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT. LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-90-291 Pg0ul0OLX3 06
NEUTRON STARS
SA CYGNUS X-2 STAR
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES
INASA RELEASE-90-1331 P90-10133 06
NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
I NASA RELEASE-90-79] P90-10079 06
NICARE /EXPERIMENT/
S NEGATIVE ION AND CATION RELEASE
EXPERIMENT
NIGHT FLIGHTS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON





US AND U S S.R. AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
(NASA RELEASE-90-1051 P90-10105 06
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
(NASA RELEASE-90-1371 P90-10137 06
NITROGEN OXIDES
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL*FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS




SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
[ NASA RELEASE-90-171 Pgo-IOOI 7 06
NOISE REDUCTION RESEARCH
NASA AND FAA SIGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-90-131 I P90-10131 06
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SPACE SHUTTLE ENDEAVOUR POWERED-ON
{NASA RELEASE-90-951 P90-10095 06
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.
NASA F-16XL AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-90-591 P90-10059 06
NORTH CAROLINA A. AND T. STATE UNIV.
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
I NASA RELEASE-90-791 P90-10079 06
NORTHEASTERN UNIV., BOSTON, MASS.
ALDRICH NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS BY
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
INASA RELEASE-90-1341 P90-10134 06
NORTHWEST AIRLINES
CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
INASA RELEASE-90-901 P90-100B0 06
NTIA
S NATIONAL TELECOM AND INFO. ADMIN
NUCLEAR POWER
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I * HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES; AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL WASHINGTON. D.C
Pgo- 10174 05
REMARKS BY J. R THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS Pg0-10178 05
NUCLEAR PROPULSION
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET




S OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, EXPLOR &
TECHNOL
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB., TENN.
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
{NASA RELEASE-90-151J P90-10151 06
OBSERVATORIES
SA GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY
SA GREAT OBSERVATORIES PROGRAM
SA SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYS, OBS., BOSTON,
MASS
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
I NASA RELEASE-90-99J P90-10099 06
OBSERVATORY SATELLITES
S GREAT OBSERVATORIES PROGRAM
OCEAN BOTTOM
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
(NASA RELEASE-90-128J P90-10128 06
OCEANOGRAPHY
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
JNASA RELEASE-90-87] P90-10087 06
OEX PROGRAM
S ORBITER EXPERIMENT /OEX/
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY
AERONAUTICS/EXPLORATION/TECHNOLOGY
ICES MERGER COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-90-321 P90-10032 06
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, EXPLOR. & TECHNOL.
AERONAUTICS/EXPLORATION/TECHNOLOGY
ICES MERGER COMPLETED
I NASA RELEASE-90-321 P90-10032 06
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNiVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
I NASA RELEASE-90-861 P90-10088 06
RESPONSE TO SEI OUTREACH PROGRAM STRONG,
NASA SAYS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1141 P90-10114 06
ALDRICH NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS BY
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
I NASA RELEASE-90-1341 P90-10134 06
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES DRYDEN
I NASA RELEASE-90-I491 P90-10149 06
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-15t I P90-10151 06
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL. WASHINGTON, DC,
P90-10171 05
OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
{NASA RELEASE-90-21 I P90 10021 06
COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
PLANNED
INASA RELEASE-90-831 P9O-t0063 06
LUNAR MINING COULD PROVIDE FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCE FOR EARTH
INAS_ RELEASE-90-1391 P90-10139 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-90-1441 P90-10144 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-90-152) P90-10152 06
NASA AWARDS COMMERCIAL MIDDECK
AUGMENTATION MODULE CONTRACT
{NASA RELEASE-90-1571 P90.10157 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
A-21
OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS, NASA
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
OF REMOTE SENSING
fNASA RELEASE-90-164) P90-10164 06
OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS, NASA
RICHARD NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR FOR COMMUNICATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-551 P90-10055 06
OFFICE OF EXPLORATION, NASA
AERONAUTICS EXPLORATION/TECHNOLOGY
ICES MERGER COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-90-321 _0-10032 06
TRULY TO IMPLEMENT IMMEDIATELY SOME
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
fNASA RELEASE-90-1621 P90-10162 06
OFFICE OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS
FINARELL_ NAMED ACTING HEAD OF EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-90-107J P90-10107 06
U S/U S S R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
INASA RELEASE-90-138 P90-10138 06
OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES, NASA
TRULY TC IMPLEMENT IMMEDIATELY SOME
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
INASA RELEASE 90-162 P90-10162 06
OFFICE OF INDUSTRY AFFAIRS, NASA
NEW DIRECTORS NAMED FOR INTERNATIONAL
AND INDUSTRY RELATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-gO-20 P90-10020 06
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, NASA
NEW DIRECTORS NAMED FOR INTERNATIONAL
AND INDUSTRY RELATIONS
I NASA RELEASE.90-201 Pg0-10020 06
OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
MARTY KRESS TO HEAD NEWLY ORGANIZED
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS OFFICE
] NASA RELEASE-90-33 P90-I0033 06
OFFICE OF LIFE SCIENCES, NASA
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE.90-135 P90-10135 06
U S/U S S R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
[NASA RELEASE-90-1381 P90-10138 06
OFFICE OF SAFETY AND MISSION QUALITY, NASA
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
t NASA RELEASE 90-62J P90-10062 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
I NASA RELEASE 90-1271 P90 10127 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
I NASA RELEASE-90-145J P90-I0145 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
TRULY MAKES KEY APPOINTMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-31 P90- t0003 06
SPACE FLIGHT'S MAHON TO RETIRE
INASA RELEASE-90-1161 P90-I0116 06
OFFICE OF SPACE OPERATIONS
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1801 P90-10160 06
OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
SA EARTH SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS DIV.
NASA
EARLY COBE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
I NASA RELEASE-90-5} P°JO-10005 06
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-£K)-91 P90-10009 06
MANAGEMENT OF POLAR PLATFORM TO CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-90-101 P90-10010 06
SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-90-171 P90-10017 06
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
JNASA RELEASE-90 181 P90-10018 06
A-22
ROSAT SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT FLORIDA
LAUNCH SITE
NASA RELEASE-90-27 P90-10027 06
PIONEER 11 PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT, LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM
NASA RELEASE-90-291 P90-10029 06
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
NASA RELEASE-g0-57 P90-10057 06
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
NASA RELEASE-90o67 P90-t0067 06
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-90-87J P90-10087 06
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
_N KWAJALEIN
!NASA RELEASE-90-93 P90-10093 06
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
tNASA RELEASE-90-101 I P90-10101 06
US. AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
I NASA RELEASE-90-1021 Pg0-10102 06
US AND USSR AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-90-1051 P90-10105 06
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFIC
INASA RELEASE 90-1201 P90-10120 06
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
INASA RELEASE-90-1371 P90-10137 06
MAGELLAN TO TEMPORARILY HALT RADAR
MAPPING OF VENUS
I NASA RELEASE-90-141 1 P90-10141 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-150J P90-10150 06
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1551 P90-10155 06
REVIEW OF US/JAPAN SPACE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1561 P90-10156 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
I NASA RELEASE-90-1601 Pgo- 10160 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
OF REMOTE SENSING
I NASA RELEASE-90-164 t P90-10164 06
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
PgO- 10187 05
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR, NASA
TRULY MAKES KEY APPOINTMENTS
INASA RELEASE-90-31 P90-10003 06
TRULY PROMOTES SCIENCE AND MATH DURING
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
NASA RELEASE-90-251 P90-10025 06
MARTY KRESS TO HEAD NEWLY ORGANIZED
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS OFFICE
NASA RELEASE-90-331 P90-10033 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR INVITES LOCAL STUDENTS
TO SHUTTLE LAUNCHES
NASA RELEASE-90-48i P90-10048 06
NASA ANNOUNCED NEXT STEPS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-90-81 I P90-10081 06
STATEMENT BY NASA DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR ON
LAUNCH OF CRRES/ATLAS-1
NASA RELEASE-90-1041 P90-10104 06
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
NASA RELEASE-90-106t P90-10106 06
NASA ESTABLISHES SPACE COMMERCE STEERING
GROUP
I NASA RELEASE-90-1121 P90-101t2 06
RESPONSE TO SEI OUTREACH PROGRAM STRONG,
NASA SAYS
JNASA RELEASE-90-1141 P90-10114 06
NASA AND FAA SIGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE 90 13t I P90 10131 06
US/U S SR, SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
I NASA RELEASE 90 1381 P90-10138 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA RENAMES EXCELLENCE AWARD FOB
GEORGE M LOW
I NASA RELEASE-90-1431 P90-10143 06
NASA RECEIVES AWARD FOR MINORITY BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-1541 P90-10154 06
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
INASA RELEASE-90-161 I P90-10161 06
TRULY TO IMPLEMENT IMMEDIATELY SOME
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-162] P90-I0162 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P90-10166 05
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H, TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
PgO- 10173 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE 247TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
BIRTH OF THOMAS JEFFERSON; JEFFERSON
MEMORIAL TIDAL BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10175 05
OHIO
NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
INASA RELEASE-90-841 P90-10084 06
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV., STILLWATER
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
INASA RELEASE-gO-123] P90-10123 06
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLES
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SATELUTE SERVICER
FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-12J P90-10012 06
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE PROGRAM IS
TERMINATED
INASA RELEASE-90-T8] P90-10078 06
ORBITAL SCIENCES CORP.
NASA, ORBITAL SCIENCES CORPORATION SIGN
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-921 P90-10092 06
ORBITER EXPERIMENT /OEXI
RESEARCH EXPERIMENTS TO MONITOR COLUMBIA
RE-ENTRY







OREGON STATE UNIV., CORVALLIS
SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE




I NASA RELEASE-90-321 P90-10032 06
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES-DRYDEN
t NASA RELEASE-90-149J P90-10149 06
TRULY TO IMPLEMENT IMMEDIATELY SOME
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS









INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
I NASA RELEASE 90-16t P90-10016 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1061 P90-10106 06
OZONE DEPLETION
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC
INASA RELEASE-90-41 J P90-10041 06
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
[NASA RELEASE-90-137] P90-10137 06
P
PACIFIC NORTHWEST LAB.
S BATTELLE-NORTHWEST, RICHLAND, WASH.
PACIFIC OCEAN
SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
|NASA RELEASE-90-45] P90-10045 06
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFIC
INASA RELEASE-90-120] P90-10120 06
JOINT NASA. USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
[NASA RELEASE-90-124J P90-10124 06
PALEOCLIMATOLOGY
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES




NASA CALLS FOR MIDDECK LOCKER MODULE
PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-90-46] P90-10046 06
PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS
ASTRONAUT CREW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVITY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1 I P90-10001 06
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-91 I)90-10009 06
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-43, STS-44, STS-45)
INASA RELEASE-90-721 P90o10072 06
NASA SELECTS MICROGRAVITY MISSION PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES
INASA RELEASE-90-1081 P90-10108 06
PAYLOADS
SA COMMERCIAL PAYLOADS
SA CONSORT 2 PAYLOAD
SA CONSORT 3 PAYLOAD
SA SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
SA SPACELAB PAYLOADS
SA X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES FOR NASA
SPACECRAFT ARRIVE AT GCODARD
I NASA RELEASE-90-34 I 1:)90-10034 06
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-371 P90-10037 06
POA ENGINEERING, COSTA MESA, CA.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1990 SPIP AWARDS




NASA EXPERIMENT TO BRIGHTEN EASTER SKY
INASA RELEASE-90-541 P90-10054 06
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV., STATE COLLEGE
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
INASA RELEASE-90-581 P90-10058 06
PENNSYLVANIA UNIV., PHILADELPHIA
CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS












TRULY MAKES KEY APPOINTMENTS
INASA RELEASE-90-3] P90-10003 06
NEW DIRECTORS NAMED FOR INTERNATIONAL
AND INDUSTRY RELATIONS
NASA RELEASE-90-201 Pgo- 10020 06
AERONAUTICS/EXPLORATION/TECHNOLOGY
ICES MERGER COMPLETED
NASA RELEASE-90-32 P90-10032 06
MARTY KRESS TO HEAD NEWLY ORGANIZED
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS OFFICE
NASA RELEASE-90-33 P90-10033 06
PETERSON NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF AMES
RESEARCH CENTER
NASA RELEASE-90-3E P90-10036 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR APPOINTS ROSS AS LEWIS
CENTER DIRECTOR
NASA RELEASE-90-49 I:>90-10049 06
TRULY APPOINTS KLINEBERG AS DIRECTOR OF
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
NASA RELEASE-90-51 P90-10051 06
RICHARD NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR FOR COMMUNICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-90-55 P90-t0055 06
NASA NAMES TAYLOR CHIEF SCIENTIST FOR
FREEDOM SPACE STATION
INASA RELEASE-90-61 P90-10061 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCED
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-74 1:)90-10074 06
VETERAN ASTRONAUT HAWLEY TO ACCEPT
EXECUTIVE POSITION AT AMES
[NASA RELEASE-90-77 P90-10077 06
HUBBLE BOARD OF INVESTIGATION NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-90-91 I P90-10091 06
FtNARELLI NAMED ACTING HEAD OF EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
INASA RELEASE*g0-1071 P90-10107 06
NASA ESTABLISHES SPACE COMMERCE STEERING
GROUP
[NASA RELEASE-90-1121 P90-10112 06
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES-DRYDEN
INASA RELEASE-90-149] P90-10149 06
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
I NASA RELEASE-90*161 I P90-10161 06
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10171 05
PERSONNEL RESIGNATIONS
ASTRONAUT SPRINGER RETIRES FROM NASA.
MARINE CORPS
INASA RELEASE-90-1591 P90-10159 06
PERSONNEL SELECTION
ASTRONAUT CREW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVITY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1 I P90-10001 06
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
INASA RELEASE-90-71 P90-I0007 06
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED;
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
INASA RELEASE-90-131 P90-10013 06
HUBBLE POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED
INASA RELEASE-90-38 } P90-10038 06
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-43. STS-44, STS-45)
I NASA RELEASE-90-72_ P90-10072 06
SHUTTLE CREW COMMANDERS REASSIGNED
[ NASA RELEASE-90-961 P90-I0096 06
PLANETARY EXPLORATION
NASA SELECTS MICROGRAVITY MISSION PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES
1NASA RELEASE-90-1081 P90-10108 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-122} P90-10122 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
INASA RELEASE-90*1271 P90.10127 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS













CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
I NASA RELEASE-90-901 P90-I0090 06
U.S AND U.SS.R CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1301 P90-I0t30 06
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
INASA RELEASE*90-155I P90-10155 06
PILOTS
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
I NASA RELEASE*90-71 P90-10007 06
VETERAN SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT WILLIAMS TO
RETIRE FROM NASA, NAVY








PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
INASA RELEASE-90-1011 P90-10101 06
PIONEER 10
PIONEER t 1 PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT, LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM
I NASA RELEASE-90-291 P90-10029 06
PIONEER 10 MARKS NEW EPOCH IN SOLAR SYSTEM
EXPLORATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1251 P90-10125 06
PIONEER 11
PIONEER 11 PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT, LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM




NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-ISOI P90-10150 06
TALKING POINTS FOR 45TH ANNIVERSARY;
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY. GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER P90-10183 05
PLANETARY EVOLUTION
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINt
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-15OI 1::<30-10150 06
PLANETARY EXPLORATION




CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS
PLANETARY ROBOT FOR NASA
INASA RELEASE-90_91 FX:J0-10069 06
A-23
PLANETARY MAPPING
NEW ADVANCED LIFE SU_RT DIVISION
ESTABLISHED AT NASA AMES
[NASA RELEASE-90-731 P90-10073 06
NASA ANNOUNCED NEXT STEPS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-90-81 [ P90-10081 06
NASA'S JET PROPULSION LABORATORY TESTS
PLANETARY ROVER
INASA RELEASE-90-85} P90-10085 06
US AND U.S.S.R CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1301 P90-10130 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P90-10166 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PgO- 10171 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10174 05
OVERVIEW: MAJOR SPACE PROGRAMS;
PRESENTED TO: TREASURY EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE
Pg0-10179 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90-10182 05
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY FALL FACULTY
CONVOCATION Pgo- 10185 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
Pgo- 10186 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
P90-10187 05
NASA HEADQUARTERS HONOR AWARDS
CEREMONY P90-10188 05
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P90-10190 05
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M. LANDON
LECTURE, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN.
KANSAS PgO- 10193 05
PLANETARY MAPPING
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS
PLANETARY ROBOT FOR NASA




CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS
PLANETARY ROBOT FOR NASA
INASA RELEASE-90-691 P90-10069 06
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS





MAKING FRESH VEGETABLES ON LONG-DURATION
SPACE TRAVEL
INASA RELEASE.90-821 P90-10082 06
PLASMA CLOUD
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES





JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
JNASA RELEASE 90 124l P90.10124 06
POLAR CAPS
S SOLAR POLAR CAPS
POLAR PLATFORM/SPACE STATION/











S SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
DOD/NASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAL AFRO-SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR TEAM
[NASA RELEASE-90-71 ] P90-10071 06
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
I NASA RELEASE-90-113 ] P90-10113 06
PRESIDENTIAL REPORTS
VICE PRESIDENT EMPHASIZES WHITE HOUSE
SPACE COMMITMENT




S CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
[NASA RELEASE-90-1451 P90-10145 06
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
t NASA RELEASE-90-113 I P90-10113 06
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
I NASA RELEASE-90-161 I P90-10161 06
TRULY TO IMPLEMENT IMMEDIATELY SOME
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-1621 P90-10162 06
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-44 [ P90-10044 06
DOD/NASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAL AFRO-SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR TEAM
tNASA RELEASE-90-71 I P90-10071 06
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ENGINEERING
COLLOQUIUM: CONTRACT ING OUT-- HAS NASA GONE
TOO EAR? P90-10176 05
REMARKS BY J R THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS Pgo- 1017B 05
PROJECT PLANNING
PRESS CONFERENCE OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-I01Bl 05
PROJECT WATER WINGS
NASA ENGINEERS AND MARINE SCIENTISTS TEST
BAY CLEAN-UP TECHNOLOGY






NASA TECHNOLOGIES BENEFIT MEDICAL
ORTHOPEDIC SCIENCE
i NASA RELEASE-90-142[ P90-10142 06
PUBLIC RELATIONS
RICHARD NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR FOR COMMUNICATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-90-551 P90-10055 06
PUBLICATIONS
S COMMERCE BUSINESS DALLY
S NASA TECH BRIEFS
S PRESIDENTIAL REPORTS
S TECHNOLOGY SURVEYS
PURDUE UNIV., LAFAYETTE, IND.
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-90-135) P90 10135 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
[NASA RELEASE-90-1511 P90-10151 06
0
QUALITY ASSURANCE
NASA RENAMES EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR
GEORGE M LOW
INASA RELEASE-90-143] P90-10143 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTrA
INASA RELEASE-90-1451 P90-10145 06
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE; TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P90-10190 05
R
RADAR MAPPING
MAGELLAN TO TEMPORARILY HALT RADAR
MAPPING OF VENUS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1411 P90-10141 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
RADIATION






LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY SHOWS FEW
SURPRISES
I NASA RELEASE-90-11 I P90-10011 06
CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
I NASA RELEASE-90-231 P90-10023 06
RADIATION MONITORING EXP. /SPACE SHUTTLE/
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
MAGELLAN TO TEMPORARILY HALT RADAR
MAPPING OF VENUS
I NASA RELEASE-90-141 ) P90-I0141 06
RADIO TRANSMISSION
PIONEER 10 MARKS NEW EPOCH IN SOLAR SYSTEM
EXPLORATION
INASA RELEASE-90-125) P90-10125 06
RADIOMETERS
S DIFFERENTIAL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER





) NASA RELEASE-90-391 P90-10039 06
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS




INASA RELEASE-90-74J P90-10074 06
RAND CORP,, SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
NASA ANNOUNCED NEXT STEPS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-90-811 P90-10081 06
RESPONSE TO SEI OUTREACH PROGRAM STRONG,
NASA SAYS
(NASA RELEASE-90-1141 P90-10114 06
RECYCLING
FIRING 'OLD' SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTORS HAS
BENEFITS FOR FUTURE
I NASA RELEASE-90-61 P90-10006 06
REDUCED GRAVITY
S MICROGRAVITY
SUBJECT INDEX ROCKWELL INTERN. CORP., CANOGA PARK, CA.
REENTRY HEATING
RESEARCH EXPERIMENTS TO MONITOR COLUMBIA
RE-ENTRY
{NASA RELEASE-90-8} P90-10008 06
REGIONAL DISSEMINATION CENTERS, NASA




NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
OF REMOTE SENSING
INASA RELEASE-90-1641 P90-10164 06
TALKING POINTS FOR 45TH ANNIVERSARY;
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY. GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER P90-10183 05
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH EROS DATA CENTER
DEDICATION; SIOUX FALLS, SD P90-10184 05
REMOTE SENSING TRAINING PROJECT
INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR EDUCATION CONF
TO BE HELD IN FRANCE
INASA RELEASE-90-16] P90-10016 06
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INST., TROY, N.Y.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-90-126J P90-10126 06
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE: TOTAL DUALITY LEADERSHIP;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P90-10190 05
REPRIMANDS
SHUTTLE CREW COMMANDERS REASSIGNED
INASA RELEASE-90-961 P90-10096 06
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY
SATELLITE PHASE 8 RFP RELEASED
NASA RELEASE-90-2 J P90-10002 06
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SATELLITE SERVICER
FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION
NASA RELEASE-90-121 P90-10012 06
NASA CALLS FOR MIDDECK LOCKER MODULE
PROPOSALS
NASA RELEASE-90-461 P90-10046 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCED
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-90-74J P90-10074 06
SPACE GRANT COLLEGE AND FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM PHASE II ANNOUNCED
NASA RELEASE-90-75J P90-10075 05
NASA ANNOUNCED NEXT STEPS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM




SA SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
SA SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
PROGRAM
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-t0167 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H, TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
Pg0-10173 05
OVERVIEW: MAJOR SPACE PROGRAMS;
PRESENTED TO: TREASURY EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE
P90-10179 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
Pg0-10181 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN tOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, N_ YORK P90-10182 05
TALKING POINTS FOR 45TH ANNIVERSARY;
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER P90-10183 05
RESEARCH FACILITIES
NASA'S FIRST 'A' MARKS 75 YEARS OF
ACHIEVEMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-35] P90-10035 06
NASA CALLS FOR MIDDECK LOCKER MODULE
PROPOSALS
| NASA RELEASEog0-461 P90-10046 06
NASA DEDICATES HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB AT
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
INASA RELEASE-90-53] P90-10053 06
NEW ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT DIVISION
ESTABLISHED AT NASA AMES
[NASA RELEASE-90-731 P90-10073 06
SPACE GRANT COLLEGE AND FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM PHASE II ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-90*751 P90-10075 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P90-10166 05
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE Pgo- 10167 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON, D.C+ P90-10191 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON





NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-90-791 P90-10079 06
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-90-1351 P90-10135 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-90-1441 P90-10144 06
NASA, TADCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
fNASA RELEASE-90-148] P90-10148 06
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES-DRYDEN
INASA RELEASE-90-1491 P90-10149 06
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON. D.C
PgO-10t 71 05
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10174 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
Pg0-10186 05
MYTH AND REALITY NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
Pgo-10187 05
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M LANDON
LECTURE; KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN.
KANSAS P90-10193 05
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-90-66{ 1:)90-10066 06
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-87 I P90-10087 06
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
NASA RELEASE 90-881 P90-10088 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1441 P90-10144 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
NASA RELEASE-90-1521 P90-10152 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
DE REMOTE SENSING
INASA RELEASE-90-1641 P90-10164 06
RETIREMENT
ASTRONAUT MULLANE TO RETIRE FROM NASA, AIR
FORCE
INASA RELEASE-90-281 P90-10028 06
VETERAN SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT WILLIAMS TO
RETIRE FROM NASA, NAVY
I NASA RELEASE-90-31} P90-10031 06
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER DIRECTOR
PLANS RETIREMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-50 ] P90-10050 06
SPACE FLIGHT'S MAHON TO RETIRE
I NASA RELEASE-90-1161 P90-10116 06
ASTRONAUT MCCULLEY TO RETIRE FROM THE
NAVY AND LEAVE NASA
{NASA RELEASE-90-119J P90-10119 06
ASTRONAUT MCCANDLESS RETIRES FROM NASA,
NAVY
INASA RELEASE-90-121 ] P90-10121 06
ASTRONAUT SPRINGER RETIRES FROM NASA,
MARINE CORPS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1591 P90-10159 06
RETS
S ROCKET ENGINE TEST SITE
RFP
S REOUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RICE UNIV., HOUSTON, TEX.
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-151 I P90-10151 06
ROBOTICS
SA FLIGHT TELEROBOTIC SERVICER
NASA'S JET PROPULSION LABORATORY TESTS
PLANETARY ROVER
I NASA RELEASE-g0-851 P90-10085 06
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
I NASA RELEASE-90-991 P90-10099 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN. MICHIGAN P90-10170 05
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM; SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON. DC
P90+10174 05
ROBOTS
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS
PLANETARY ROBOT FOR NASA
I NASA RELEASE-90-691 P90-10069 06
ROCHESTER UNIV., N.Y.
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
iNASA RELEASE-90-1351 P90-10135 06
ROCKET ENGINE TEST SITE
FIRING 'OLD' SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTORS HAS
BENEFITS FOR FUTURE
I NASA RELEASE-90-61 P90-10006 06
ROCKET ENGINES
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
S SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
S SPACE TRANSPORTATION MAIN ENGINE
ROCKETDYNE
DOD/NASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAL AERO-SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR TEAM
INASA RELEASE-gO-71 I P90-10071 06
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
I NASA RELEASE-90-1131 P90-10113 06
ROCKETDYNEo CANOGA PARK, CALIF.
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS




ROCKWELL INTERN. CORP., CANOGA PARK, CA.
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM




DODtNASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAL AERO-SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR TEAM
[NASA RELEASE-90-71 [ P90-10071 06
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., CALIF.
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-90-18J P90-10018 0'6
SPACE SHUTTLE ENDEAVOUR POWERED-ON
{NASA RELEASE-90-951 P90-10095 06
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., DOWNEY, CA.
NASA AND ROCKWELL SIGN AGREEMENT FOR EDO
PALLET
I NASA RELEASE-90-471 P90-10047 06
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
INASA RELEASE-90-621 P90-10062 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTrLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
INASA RELEASE-90-1271 P90-10127 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
{NASA RELEASE-90-1451 P90-10145 06
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., PALMDALE, CA
SPACE SHUTTLE DRAG CHUTE TESTS SET TO
BEGIN AT AMES-DRYDEN
[NASA RELEASE-90-1001 P90-10100 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
[ NASA RELEASE-90-1581 P90-10158 06
ROENTGEN SATELLITE
S ROSAT (GERMAN X-RAY SATELLITE}
ROSAT (GERMAN X-RAY SATELLITE)
ROSAT SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT FLORIDA
LAUNCH SITE
JNASA RELEASE-90-271 P90-10027 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-90-66i P90-10066 0,6
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES
INASA RELEASE-90+1331 P90-10133 06
ROVING VEHICLES
NASA'S JET PROPULSION LABORATORY TESTS
PLANETARY ROVER
I NASA RELEASE-90-851 Pgo- 10085 06
RUST INTERNATIONAL, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
[NASA RELEASE-90+681 1:)90-10068 06
S
S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
MAGELLAN TO TEMPORARILY HALT RADAR
MAPPING OF VENUS




S SPACE AGENCY FORUM ON ISY /SAFISY/
SANDIA NATIONAL LAB., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
INASA RELEASE-90-1511 P90-t0151 06
SARSAT
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
I NASA RELEASE-90-991 P90-10099 06
SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
{NASA RELEASE-90 181 P90-10018 06
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M LANDON
LECTURE: KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN
KANSAS P90-10193 05
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS APPLS. RES. PRGM.
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-90-181 P90-I0018 06
A-26
SATELLITE CONFIGURATIONS
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-90-181 P90-10018 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
[ NASA RELEASE-90-94 [ Pgo- 10094 06
SATELLITE IMAGERY
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
INASA RELEASE-90-137{ P90-10137 06
SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS
SA DIFFERENTIAL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
SA FAR INFRARED ABSOLUTE
SPECTROPHOTOMETER
SA HIGH RESOLUTION tMAGER /HRI/
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY SET FOR SHIPMENT
TO FLORIDA LAUNCH SITE
INASA RELEASE-90-19] P90-10019 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT FLORIDA
LAUNCH SITE
[NASA RELEASE-90-271 P90-10027 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
INASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-94J P90-10094 06
SATELLITE SERVICER SYSTEM
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SATELLITE SERVICER
PLIGHT DEMONSTRATION
[NASA RELEASE-90-121 P90-I0012 06
SATELLITES
S ADVANCED EARTH OBSERVING SATELLITE
S SIOSATELLITES
S COMBINED RELEASE AND RADIAT EFFECTS
SAT
S COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
S COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELLITE
S COSMOS SATELLITES
S EXPLORER SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
S GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY







S PIONEER VENUS PROBE
S PIONEER 10
S PIONEER 11
S ROSAT (GERMAN X-RAY SATELLITE)
S SARSAT




PIONEER 11 PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT, LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM
{NASA RELEASE-90-291 P90-10029 06
NEW MOON DISCOVERED ORBITING PLANET
SATURN
INASA RELEASE-90-1031 P90-10103 06
HUBBLE TO OBSERVE SATURN'S GREAT WHITE
SPOT
I NASA RELEASE-90-1461 P90-I0146 06
SATURN ATMOSPHERE
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-I0150 06
SATURN EXPLORATION
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
SATURN PHOTOGRAPHS
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-90-150] P°J0-10150 06
SATURN RINGS
NEW MOON DISCOVERED ORBITING PLANET
SATURN




NEW MOON DISCOVERED ORBITING PLANET
SATURN
I NASA RELEASE-9()-1031 P90-10103 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
SCAR PROGRAM
S SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS APPLS. RES
PRGM
SCHEDUUNG
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFIC
INASA RELEASE-90-12OI P90-10120 06
SCHOLASTIC COOPERATION
HUBBLE POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELEASE-90-38} P90-10038 06
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC
I NASA RELEASE-90-41} P9'0-10041 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR INVITES LOCAL STUDENTS
TO SHUTTLE lAUNCHES
INASA RELEASE-90-481 P90-10048 06
TRULY PRESENTED SPACE MODEL BY CANADIAN
SCHOOL
[NASA RELEASE-90-651 P90-10065 06
SPACE GRANT COLLEGE AND FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM PHASE II ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-90-751 P90-10075 06
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
I NASA RELEASE-90-79 P90-10079 06
NASA ANNOUNCED NEXT STEPS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-90-81 P90-1008t 06
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
{ NASA RELEASE-90-87 P90-10087 06
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-93 P90-10093 06
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SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL. WASHINGTON, DC.
P90-10174 05
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ENGINEERING
COLLOQUIUM: CONTRACTING OUT -- HAS NASA GONE
TOO FAR? P90-10176 05
REMARKS BY J. R THOMPSON1 NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-10178 05
SPACEBORNE TELESCOPES
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY FALL FACULTY
CONVOCATION P90-10185 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
P90-10186 05
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE: TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P90-10190 05
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M, LANDON
LECTURE: KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN,
KANSAS P90-10193 05
SPACE STATIONS
S MIR SPACE STATION
SPACE TECHNOLOGY DEV. & UTILIZATION PRGM.
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-90-79} P90-10079 06
SPACE TELESCOPE
S HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTITUTE
HUBBLE POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED
{NASA RELEASE-90-381 Pgo-10038 06
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE RESOLVES GASEOUS
RING AROUND SUPERNOVA
INASA RELEASE-90-117] Pgo-10117 06
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE PEERS INTO CORE OF
DISTANT GALAXY
INASA RELEASE-90-1181 P90-10118 06
SPACE TRANSPORTATION MAIN ENGINE
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
I NASA RELEASE-90-1131 Pgo-10113 06
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
SA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
RESEARCH EXPERIMENTS TO MONITOR COLUMBIA
RE-ENTRY
]NASA RELEASE-90-81 P90-10008 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
Pgo-10166 05
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ENGINEERING
COLLOQUIUM: CONTRACTING OUT -- HAS NASA GONE
TCX_ FAR? P90-10176 05
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY FALL FACULTY
CONVOCATION P90-10185 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
P90-10186 05





















SA ORBITER EXPERIMENT /OEX/
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY SHOWS FEW
SURPRISES
I NASA RELEASE-90-11 I P90-10011 06
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES




S HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE










LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
I NASA RELEASE-g0-581 P90-t0058 06
APOLLO 204 SPACECRAFT TO BE STORED AT CAPE
CANAVERAL AF STATION
}NASA RELEASE-90-60J P90-10060 06
APOLLO 204 CAPSULE TO REMAIN AT THE LANGLEY
RESEARCH CENTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-76} P90-10076 06
SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
APOLLO 204 SPACECRAFT TO BE STORED AT CAPE
CANAVERAL AF STATION
INASA RELEASE-90-601 P90-10060 06
APOLLO 204 CAPSULE TO REMAIN AT THE LANGLEY
RESEARCH CENTER
INASA RELEASE-90 761 P90-10076 06
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE PROGRAM IS
TERMINATED
I NASA RELEASE-90-78I P90-10078 06
SPACE SHUTTLE ENDEAVOUR POWERED-ON
I NASA RELEASE-90.95] P90-10095 06
SPACE SHUTTLE TO LUNAR ORBIT; EXCERPTS
FROM REMARKS TO: 9TH iNTERNATIONAL SPACE
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE P00-10180 05
SPACECRAFT DESIGN
SPACE STATION INTEGRATED DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-90-165[ P90-10165 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES. CALIFORNIA Pg0-10172 05
SPACECRAFT DESIGN TERMINATION
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE PROGRAM IS
TERMINATED
INASA RELEASE-90-781 P90-10078 06
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS
NASA. TADCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
}NASA RELEASE-90-1481 P90-I0148 06
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS
SA SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS
TALKING POINTS FOR 45TH ANNIVERSARY;
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER Pg0-10183 05
SPACECRAFT LAUNCHING
NASA ADMINISTRATOR INVITES LOCAL STUDENTS
TO SHUTTLE LAUNCHES
INASA RELEASE-90-481 P90-10048 06
SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
SPACE STATION INTEGRATED DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
}NASA RELEASE-90-165[ P90-10165 06
SPACECRAFT STORAGE
APOLLO 204 SPACECRAFT TO BE STORED AT CAPE
CANAVERAL AF STATION
I NASA RELEASE.90-601 P90-10060 06
APOLLO 204 CAPSULE TO REMAIN AT THE LANGLEY
RESEARCH CENTER
INASA RELEASE-90-761 P90-10076 06
SPACECREWS
ASTRONAUT CREW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVITY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1 I Pg0-t0001 06
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
INASA RELEASE-90-Ti PgO 10007 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
INASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
}NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-43, STS-44. STS-45)
INASA RELEASE-90-721 P90-I0072 06
A-30
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
SPACEHAB
NASA AWARDS COMMERCIAL MIDDECK
AUGMENTATION MODULE CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-90-157} 1°90-10157 06
SPACELAB
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
[ NASA RELEASE-90-106} P90-10106 06
SPACELAB J MISSION
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED;
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
}NASA RELEASE-90-13] P90-10013 0'6
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-1581 P90-10158 06
SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES 1
NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
} NASA RE LEASE -90-15 } P90-10015 06
SPACELAB PAYLOADS
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
SPECTRA DIODE LABS., SAN JOSE, CA.
NASA SELECTS EIGHT RESEARCH SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS PROPOSALS
I NASA RELEASE-90-181 P90-10018 06
SPECTROGRAPHS
S FAINT OBJECT SPECTROGRAPH
SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
SA FAR INFRARED ABSOLUTE
SPECTROPHOTOMETER
COB} ENTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
}NASA RELEASE-90-129J P90-10t29 06
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION




U S, AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
INASA RELEASE-90-1021 P90-10102 06
SR-71 AIRCRAFT
NASA ACQUIRES SUPERSONIC SR-71S ON LOAN
FROM USAF
INASA RELEASE-90-241 P90-10024 06
STANFORD UNIV., CALIF.
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
}NASA RELEASE-90-671 P90-10(O7 06
CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
I NASA RELEASE-90-90} P90-10090 06
NEW MOON DISCOVERED ORBITING PLANET
SATURN
}NASA RELEASE-90-I03J P90-I0103 06
STAR CLUSTERS
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
}NASA RELEASE-90-1111 P90-10111 06
STAR WARS SCENARIO
S STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE PROGRAM
STAR 21 PROJECT
NASA ADMINISTRATOR INVITES LOCAL STUDENTS
TO SHUTTLE LAUNCHES
I NASA RELEASE-90-48 } P90-10048 06
STARRRE ROCKET
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
I NASA RELEASE-90-58t P90-10058 06
STARLAB
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-37 } PgO- 10037 06
SUBJECT INDEX
STARS







S SPACE TECHNOLOGY DEV. & UTILIZATION
PRGM
STELLAR ENVELOPES
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE RESOLVES GASEOUS
RING AROUND SUPERNOVA
[ NASA RELEASE-90-1171 P90-10117 06
STENNIS SPACE CENTER, MISS.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
}NASA RELEASE-90-681 P90-10068 06
U.S. AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-90ol02 ] P00-10102 06
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
I NASA RELEASE-90-1131 P90-10113 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
OF REMOTE SENSING
INASA RELEASE-90-1641 P90-10164 06
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY FALL FACULTY
CONVOCATION PgO- 10185 05
STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE PROGRAM
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
[ NASA RELEASE-90-1581 P90-10158 06
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
I NASA RELEASE-90-991 F_0-I0099 06
STS-28
RESEARCH EXPERIMENTS TO MONITOR COLUMBIA
RE-ENTRY
INASA RELEASE-90-81 P°JO-10008 06
STS-31
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
INASA RELEASE-g0-441 P°JO-lO044 06
STS-32
RESEARCH EXPERIMENTS TO MONITOR COLUMBIA
RE-ENTRY
INASA RELEASE-90-81 P90-10008 06
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY SHOWS FEW
SURPRISES
I NASA RELEASE-90-11 I P90-1001 t 06
NASA RELEASES JANUARY 1990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
}NASA RELEASE-90-t51 P90-10015 06
STS-34
ASTRONAUT MCCULLEY TO RETIRE FROM THE
NAVY AND LEAVE NASA
I NASA RELEASE-90-1191 Pgo-IO119 06
STS-35
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
i NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
INASA RELEASE-90-1271 P90-10127 06
STS-37
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-37} P90-10037 06
STS-3a
HYDROGEN LEAK DISCOVERED ON SHUTrLE
ATLANTIS
I NASA RELEASE-90-891 PgO-t0089 06
STS-39
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-37 j P90-10037 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
}NASA RELEASE-90-15BI P90-10158 06
STS-4 I
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT CAPE TO
BEGIN LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-701 Pg0-10070 06
SUBJECT INDEX
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EOUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
(NASA RELEASE-90-1371 P90-10137 06
STS-42
ASTRONAUT CREW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVITY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1 } P90-10001 06
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED:
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
INASA RELEASE-90-131 P90-10013 06
STS-43
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
{NASA RELEASE-90-37] P90-10037 06
SHUTrLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-43, STS-44, STS-45)
(NASA RELEASE-90-72{ P90-10072 06
STS-44
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
{STS-43, STS-44, STS_5)
INASA RELEASE-90-72] 1:)90-10072 06
SHUI-rLE CREW COMMANDERS REASSIGNED
(NASA RELEASE-90-96} P90-10096 06
STS-45
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED;
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
(NASA RELEASE-90-13] P90-10013 06
SHUTrLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-43, STS-44, STS-45}
INASA RELEASE-90-721 P90-10072 06
STS-46
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED:
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
{NASA RELEASE-90-131 P90-10013 06
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
{NASA RELEASE-90-371 P90-10037 06
SHUTTLE CREW COMMANDERS REASSIGNED
I NASA RELEASE-90-961 P90-10096 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-163 } P90-10163 06
STS-47
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED:
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
INASA RELEASE-90-131 P90-10013 06
STS-4O
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[ NASA RELEASE-90-1631 Pg0-10163 06
STS-49
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-1581 Pg0-10158 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
STS-50
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
STS-53
NASA SELECTS MICROGRAVITY MISSION PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES





SA TOUCHSTONE DELTA SUPERCOMPUTER
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-151 I P90-10151 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN. MICHIGAN P90-10170 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB,
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D C
P90-10171 05
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION FOUNDATION, N.Y.
SUPERNOVA
SA SUPERNOVA 1987,6,
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES
[NASA RELEASE-90-1331 P90-I0133 06
SUPERNOVA 1917A
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE RESOLVES GASEOUS
RING AROUND SUPERNOVA
{NASA RELEASE-90-1171 P90-10117 06
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
NASA AND FAA SIGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS
(NASA RELEASE-90-131 I P90-1013! 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
SUPERSONIC FUGHT
NASA ACQUIRES SUPERSONIC SR-71S ON LOAN
FROM USAF
I NASA RELEASE-90-241 P90-10024 06
NASA F-16XL AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-591 Pg0qo059 06
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT ACCEPTANCE LINKED TO
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-401 P90-1C040 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON





X-29 SHOWS UNEXPECTED MANEUVERABILITY IN
'HIGH-ALPHA' FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-90-521 P90-10052 06
NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
[ NASA RELEASE-90-841 P90-10084 06
T
TADCORPS
S TECHNICAL AND ADMIN SERVICES CORP, DC
TDR SATELLITES
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-371 P90-10037 06
TDRSS
S TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE
SYSTEM
TECH BRIEFS/PUBLICATION/
S NASA TECH BRIEFS
TECHNICAL AND ADMIN. SERVICES CORP., D.C,
NASA, TAOCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90-148) P90-10148 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
GLOBAL OUTPOST, INC, TO STUDY USES OF
SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANKS
t NASA RELEASE-90-141 PgO- 10014 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-21 I P90-10021 06
UCAR TO STUDY POSSIBLE USES OF EXTERNAL
TANKS
I NASA RELEASE-90-261 P90-10026 06
NASA ANNOUNCES FIRST NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER CONFERENCE
I NASA FIELEASE-90-801 PgO- 10080 06
NASA ANNOUNCED NEXT STEPS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-81 I P90-10081 06
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET
PROPULSION SYMPOSIUM; ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
P90-10168 05
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION JNITJATJVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, DC
P90-10174 05
REMARKS BY J. R. THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-10178 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
PgO- 10181 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;




VICE PRESIDENT EMPHASIZES WHITE HOUSE
SPACE CX)MMITMENT
(NASA RELEASE-90-22/ P90-10022 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCED
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-74 I P90-10074 06
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
I NASA RELEASE-90-991 Pg0-10099 06
TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
INASA RELEASE-90-1471 P90-I0147 06
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10174 05
TECHNOLOGY SURVEYS
RESPONSE TO SEI OUTREACH PROGRAM STRONG,
NASA SAYS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1141 P90-10114 06
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
NASA ANNOUNCES FIRST NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER CONFERENCE
{NASA RELEASE-90-801 P90-10080 06
NASA ESTABLISHES SPACE COMMERCE STEERING
GROUP
{NASA RELEASE-90-112) P90-10112 06
NASA TO COSPONSOR SMALL BUSINESS
PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE
INASA RELEASE-90-1321 P90-10132 06
TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
INASA RELEASE-90-1471 P90-10147 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90-10182 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGrON, DC P90-10191 05
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
NASA ANNOUNCES FIRST NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER CONFERENCE
NASA RELEASE-90-80 P90-10080 06
NASA TECHNOLOGIES BENEFIT MEDICAL
ORTHOPEDIC SCIENCE
NASA RELEASE-90-142 P90-10142 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
JNASA RELEASE-90-144 P90-10144 06
TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
NASA RELEASE-90-147 P90-10147 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
NASA RELEASE-90-152 P90-10152 06
NASA AND HONEYWELL CONDUCT AUTOMATED
LANDING RESEARCH
NASA RELEASE-90-153 P90-10153 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
OF REMOTE SENSING
I NASA RELEASE-90-164 P90-I0164 06
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON. D.C 1>90-10191 05
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION FOUNDATION, N.Y.
NASA ANNOUNCES FIRST NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER CONFERENCE
{NASA RELEASE-90-801 P90-10080 06
TECHNOLOGY 200@ NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS




TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
INASA RELEASE-90-147J P90-10147 06
TEDLAR/TRADEMARK/
CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
{NASA RELEASE-90-23] P90-10023 06
TEFLON/TRADEMARK/
CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
INASA RELEASE-90-231 P90-10023 06
TELEMEDtCAL SYSTEMS
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-130] P90-10130 06
TELESCOPES




MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
[NASA RELEASE-90-1231 P90-10123 06
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES




{NASA RELEASE-90-831 P90-10083 06
TEST FACILITIES
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR






SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED:
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
INASA RELEASE-90-t31 P90-10013 06
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90*371 P90-10037 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
_NASA RELEASE-90-I581 P90.10158 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
{NASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
TETHERED SATELLITES
S TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
TEXAS A AND M UNIV.
COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
PLANNED
I NASA RELEASE-90-831 Pgo- 10083 06
THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS
CLOSE-UP INSPECTION OF LONG DURATION
EXPOSURE FACILITY BEGINS
I NASA RELEASE-90-231 P90-10023 06
THERMAL PROTECTION
EARLY CO, BE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
I NASA RELEASE-90-51 P90-10005 06
TRIOIKOL CORR.
FIRING 'OLD' SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTORS HAS
BENEFITS FOR FUTURE
INASA RELEASE-90-61 Pg0-I0(X)6 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
INASA RELEASE-90-681 P90-10068 06
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-90-t361 P90-10136 06
A-32
TIME LINES
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
{ NASA RELEASE-90-66r P90-10066 06
TITAN
PIONEER 11 PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT. LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM




NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSlNI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-150t P90-10150 06
TITAN 4
MANAGEMENT OF POLAR PLATFORM TO CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-90-10} P90-10010 06
TOTAL OZONE MAPPING SPECTROMETER
US. AND U.S.S R AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
INASA RELEASE-90-1051 P90-10105 06
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
{NASA RELEASE-90-1061 P90-t0106 06
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
I NASA RELEASE-90-137 J P90-10t37 06
TOUCHSTONE DELTA SUPERCOMPUTER
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
INASA RELEASE-90-151 i P90-10151 06
TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION
S DEEP SPACE NETWORK
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM
SA ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SAT
SYS
CONTEL TO TRANSFER TITLE OF TDRSS TO NASA
{NASA RELEASE-90-861 P90-10086 06
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITES
S TDR SATELLITES
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-1581 P90-10t58 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990





SA BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
SA SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT ACCEPTANCE LINKED TO
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS




S DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
TROPK)AL REGIONS
S AMAZON BASIN, BRAZIL
S RAIN FORESTS
TRW SPACE SYSTEMS, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
(NASA RELEASE-90-881 P90-10088 06
TRW SYSTEMS, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
ADVANCED TRACKING AND DATA RELAY
SATELLITE PHASE B RFP RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-90-21 P90-10002 06
NASA NAMES TAYLOR CHIEF SCIENTIST FOR
FREEDOM SPACE STATION
I NASA RELEASE-90-61 I P90-10061 06
TRW, INC.
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
I NASA REI.EASE-90-101 ] P90-10101 06
SUBJECT INDEX
TRW, INC., REOONDO REACH, CALIF.
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY SET FOR SHIPMENT
TO FLORIDA LAUNCH SITE
I NASA RELEASE-90-19) P90-10019 06
PIONEER 1t PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT, LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM
{NASA RELEASE-90-291 P90-I0029 06
PIONEER 10 MARKS NEW EPOCH IN SOLAR SYSTEM
EXPLORATION
tNASA RELEASE-90-125J P90-I0125 06
TURBINE ENGINES
S GAS TURBINE ENGINES
TUSKEGEE INST., ALA.
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-90-79J P90-10079 06
U
U.S.S.R.
U.S AND USSR AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
i NASA RELEASE-9O-1051 P90-I0105 06
JOINT NASA. USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
INASA RELEASE-90 124] P90-10124 06
U S AND US.SR CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1301 1:)90-10130 06
U S/U SSR SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
i NASA RELEASE-90-1381 P90-10138 06
ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
iNASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
[NASA RELEASE-90-1371 P90-t0t37 06
ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPES
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
ULYSSES MISSION
NASA RELEASES JANUARY t990 PAYLOAD FLIGHT
ASSIGNMENTS MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-15[ P90-10015 06
NASA REVISES SPACE SHUTTLE MANIFEST
I NASA RELEASE-90-371 P90-10037 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT CAPE TO
BEGIN LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-90-701 P90-10070 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
tNASA RELEASE-90-1221 PgO-t0122 06
UNIBYS CORP., HOUSTON, TEX.
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-621 P90-10062 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
INASA RELEASE-90-1451 P90-10145 06
UNITED AIR LINES, IN(;:.
CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
INASA RELEASE-90-901 P90-10090 06
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
S PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
UNITED KINGDOM
ROSAT SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT FLORIDA
LAUNCH SITE
INASA RELEASE-90-271 P90-10027 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-90_6J P90-10066 06
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP., SAN JOSE, CAL
NASA ANNOUNCES 1990 SPIP AWARDS
INASA RELEASE-90-109I P90-10109 06
UNIVERSE
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
l NASA RELEASE-90-111 j P<J0-10111 06
SUBJECT INDEX WORKING GROUPS, U.S.S.R./U.S.
UNIVERSITY CORP. FOR ATMOS_ RES., COLO.
UCAR TO STUDY POSSIBLE USES OF EXTERNAL
TANKS
[NASA RELEASE-90-26] P90-10026 06
UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-90-791 P90-10079 06
UNIVERS#TY PROGRAMS
SPACE GRANT COLLEGE AND FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM PHASE II ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-90-751 P90-10075 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-90-126] P90-10126 06
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH SATELLITE
U.S AND U.S S.R AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-gG-1051 P90-10105 06
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
INASA RELEASE*90-137] P90-10137 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
INASA RELEASE-90-158J P90-10158 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-90-163J P90-10163 06
USOA
S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
USML-1
S MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY-1 /USML-1/
UTAH
FIRING 'OLD' SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTORS HAS
BENEFITS FOR FUTURE
[NASA RELEASE-90-61 P90-10006 06
UTAH STATE UNIV., LOGAN
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
{NASA RELEASE-90-88] Pg0-10088 06
V
VANI_NBERG AFB, CALIF.
EARLY CORE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
INASA RELEASE-90-5] P90-10005 06
MANAGEMENT OF POLAR PLATFORM TO CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-90-101 P90-10010 06
TWO COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES TO BE
LAUNCHED IN MAY
INASA RELEASE-90_4) P90-10064 06
VARIABLE WING AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
{ NASA RELEASE-90-1151 P90-10115 06
VEGETABLES
MAKING FRESH VEGETABLES ON LONG-DURATION
SPACE TRAVEL





PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
INASA RELEASE-90-10t J P90-t0101 06
VENERA 9
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
INASA RELEASE-90-101 ] P90-10101 06
VENUS ATMOSPHERE
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-90-I01 I P90-10101 06
VENUS CLOUDS
PIONEER STUD4ES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
INASA RELEASE-90-t01] P90-10101 06
VENUS EXPLORATION
SA MAGELLAN MISSION
MAGELLAN TO TEMPORARILY HALT RADAR
MAPPING OF VENUS




S SOVIET MARS MISSIONS
VESTIBULAR SYSTEM
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-9] P90-10009 06
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
[NASA RELEASE-90-155J 1:)90-10155 06
VIDEO TAPE
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
INASA RELEASE-90-1231 P90-10123 06
VIRGINIA INST, OF MARINE SCIENCE
NASA ENGINEERS AND MARINE SCIENTISTS TEST
BAY CLEAN-UP TECHNOLOGY
I NASA RELEASE-90-56) P90-10056 06
VOICE CONTROL
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
VOLCANOLOGY
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
INASA RELEASE-90-101 I P90-10101 06
JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
I NASA RELEASE-90-124 I P90-10124 06
VORTICES
NASA ENGINEERS AND MARINE SCIENTISTS TEST
BAY CLEAN-UP TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-90-561 P90-10056 06
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT
PIONEER 11 PASSES NEPTUNE'S ORBIT. LEAVES
SOLAR SYSTEM
I NASA RELEASE-90-291 P90-10029 06
NEW MOON DISCOVERED ORBITING PLANET
SATURN
I NASA RELEASE-90-103I P90-10103 06
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE





WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY, VA.
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
INASA RELEASE-90-57t P90-10057 06
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-93{ P90-10093 06
US. AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-CJO-1021 P90-10102 06
NASA AND HONEYWELL CONDUCT AUTOMATED
LANDING RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-90-1531 P90-10153 06
TALKING POINTS FOR 45TH ANNIVERSARY;
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY. GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER Pg0-10183 05
WASHINGTON UNIV., SEATTLE
SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
[NASA RELEASE-90-17J P90-10017 06
WASTE MANAGEMENT
NASA, TADCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-00-148] P90-I0148 06
WATER POLLUTION
NASA ENGINEERS AND MARINE SCIENTISTS TEST
BAY CLEAN-UP TECHNOLOGY
(NASA RELEASE-90-561 P90-10056 06
WATER WINGS PROJECT
S PROJECT WATER WINGS
WEATHER
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON





S FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR RES, & TECHNOL
/FRG/
WEST VIRGINIA
NASA, C&P AND STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
SUPPORT PROJECT LASER
[NASA RELEASE-90-110] P90-10110 06
WEST VIRGINIA DEPT. OF EDUCATION
NASA, C&P AND STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
SUPPORT PROJECT LASER
[NASA RELEASE-90-1101 P90-10110 0(5
WETLANDS
U.S. AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-90-102[ P90-10102 06
WHITE SANDS GROUND STATION, N. MEXICO
CONTEL TO TRANSFER TITLE OF TDRSS TO NASA
INASA RELEASE-90-861 P90-10086 06
WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE, N. VEX.
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
INASA RELEASE-90-581 P90-10058 06
WIDE FIELD CAMERAS
ROSAT SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT FLORIDA
LAUNCH SITE
INASA RELEASE-90-271 P90-10027 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-90-66 I P90-10066 06
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
[ NASA RELEASE-90-111 ) P90-10111 06
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE PEERS INTO CORE OF
DISTANT GALAXY
INASA RELEASE-90-1t8[ Pg0-1011B 06
HUBBLE TO OBSERVE SATURN'S GREAT WHITE
SPOT
INASA RELEASE-90-146) P90-10146 06
WILBER SPOT
HUBBLE TO OBSERVE SATURN'S GREAT WHITE
SPOT
[NASA RELEASE-90-146J P90-10146 06
WIND TUNNELS
NASA'S FIRST 'A' MARKS 75 YEARS OF
ACHIEVEMENT
(NASA RELEASE-90-351 P90-10035 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;




NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
I NASA RELEASE-90-841 PgO-I0084 06
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
INASA RELEASE-90-991 P90-10099 06
WISCONSIN UNIV., MADISON
LUNAR MINING COULD PROVIDE FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCE FOR EARTH
INASA RELEASE-90-1391 P90-10139 06
WORKING GROUPS
US. AND U S S R AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
INASA RELEASE-90-105) P90-10105 06
WORKING GROUPS, U.S.S.RJU.S.
JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
I NASA RELEASE-90-124 I P90-10124 06
U S AND USS R CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1301 P90-10130 06
U S tUSSR SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD




SA FLIGHT DYN LAB, WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
INASA RELEASE-90-115I P90-t0115 06
X
X-BAND
MAGELLAN TO TEMPORARILY HALT RADAR
MAPPING OF VENUS
{NASA RELEASE-90-141 ] P90-10141 06
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-90-661 P90-10066 06
X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY SET FOR SHIPMENT
TO FLORIDA LAUNCH SITE
INASA RELEASE-90-191 P90-10019 06
X-RAY TELESCOPES
SA X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
ROSAT SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT FLORIDA
LAUNCH SITE
INASA RELEASE-90-271 P90-10027 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-90-66_ P90-10066 O6
X-RAYS
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES
INASA RELEASE-90-133t P90-10133 06
X-29 AIRCRAFT
X-29 SHOWS UNEXPECTED MANEUVERABfLITY IN
'HIGH-ALPHA' FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-90-521 P90-10052 06
NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
I NASA RELEASE-90-841 Pgo 10084 06
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
INASA RELEASE-90-991 P90-10099 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
X-30 AIRCRAFT
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990











I NUMBER J I
ADAMS, JOHN r
t-- EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
/ DELIVERY AT THE 247TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE I
/ BIRTH OF THOMAS JEFFERSON; JEFFERSON I
] MEMORIAL TIDAL BASIN. WASHINGTON, DC, •
I 1"_'_3 P90-10175 05--
U TIT! F I I ACCESSION I
I N°MBERI
The title of the news release or speech appears
under every name mentioned in each, whether or
not the individual was an author or a speaker. In
the case of a speech where the name refers to the
actual speaker, this is indicated with a + to the left
of the title. The accession number is located at the
bottom right of the entry, followed by a two-digit
number (05 or 06) identifying the index section
where the complete citation appears. In the case
of a news release, this number is included at the
bottom left of the entry.
A
ABRAMSON, RUDY
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE Pg0-10167 05
ADAMS, JOHN
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE 247TR ANNIVERSARY OF THE
BIRTH OF THOMAS JEFFERSON; JEFFERSON
MEMORIAL TIDAL BASIN+ WASHINGTON, DC
P90-10175 05
ADAMSON, JAMES C.
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-431 STS-44, STS-45)
INASA RELEASE-90-72f P90-10072 06
AKERS, THOMAS D.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HURDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
{ NASA RELEASE-90-44 I P90-10044 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
iNASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
ALAM, AFSHAN
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-871 P90-10087 06
ALBRECHT, MARK
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;





I NASA RELEASE-90-32 I P90-10032 06
ALDRICH NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS BY
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
INASA RELEASE-90-1341 P90-10134 06
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES-DRYDEN
iNASA RELEASE+90-1491 P90-10149 06
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB:
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, O C
P90 10171 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
+ MYTH AND REALITY NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
P90-10187 05
ALDRIDGE, EDWARD C., JR.
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
I NASA RELEASE-90-1611 P90-10161 06
ALLEGRE, RAUL
TRULY PROMOTES SCIENCE AND MATH DURING
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
I NASA RELEASE-90-251 P90-10025 06
ALLEN, ANDREW M.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-90-163] P90-10163 06
ALLEN, LEW
GODDARD TROPHY CEREMONY PLANNED AT
WHITE HOUSE
I NASA RELEASE-90-421 P90-10042 06
HURDLE BOARD OF INVESTIGATION NAMED
INASA RELEASE-90-91 I P90-10091 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
tNASA RELEASE-90-1221 Pgo-10f22 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
I NASA RELEASE-90-1601 Pg0-10160 06
ALTENKIRCH, ROBERT A.
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS 41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-9e-1221 P90-10122 06
AMES, JOSEPH
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
ANDERSON, CHRIS
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
ANDERSON, JOHN O.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
ANGEL, ROGER
HURDLE BOARD OF INVESTIGATION NAMED
I NASA RELEASE-90 91 I P90-10091 06
ANGOLD, NIGEL
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS 41
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
APPLEGATE, FRED
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
tNASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
APT, JEROME
DISCOVERY TO STATION HURDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EAR]H ORBIT
INASA RELEASE-90-441 P90 10044 06
ARKAMAIOV, MARSHALL
PRESS CONFERENCE OUTREACH PROGRAM
Pg0 10181 05
ARMOND, DICK
PRESS CONFERENCE OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
ARMSTRONG, JOHN E.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE
I NASA RELEASE-90-94 I P90-10094 06
ARMSTRONG, NElL ALDEN
ASTRONAUT MCCANDLESS RETIRES FROM NASA,
NAVY
I NASA RELEASE-90-1211 P90+10121 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90-10182 05
ARRINGTON, JAMES P.
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
ARTYMOWICZ, PAWEL
HURDLE POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED
INASA RELEASE-90-381 PgO- 10038 06
ASCHENBACH, B.
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-90-661 P90-10066 06
ATWOOD, DONALD J., JR.
PRESS CONFERENCE OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
AUGUSTINE, NORMAN R.
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
I NASA RELEASE-9.0-161 I P90-10161 06
TRULY TO IMPLEMENT IMMEDIATELY SOME
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1621 P90-10162 06
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M LANDON
LECTURE: KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN,
KANSAS P90-10193 05
AUSTIN, RODNEY R. O.
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-571 PgO- 10057 06
AYERS, THEODORE G.
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90.63 b P90-10063 06
B
RAGLAN, JAMES P.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HURDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-44 I P90-10044 06
BAINES, KEVIN H.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE 90-1501 P90-10150 06
BAKER, D. JAMES
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
INASA RELEASE-90-1611 P90 10161 06
BAKER, MICHAEL A.
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS.43. STS 44 STS 45)
INASA RELEASE-90-721 Pgo 10072 06
BAKER, S. K.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
EARTHSPACE




ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
tNASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-I0122 06
BAME, SAMUEL J.
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-90-1221 1::)90-10122 06
BARNES, RICHARD J. H.
NEW DIRECTORS NAMED FOR INTERNATIONAL
AND INDUSTRY RELATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-201 P90-10020 06
BARNETt', LARRY C.
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-90-63] P90-10063 06
BARROS, ANA PAULA
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE 90-B7 P90-I0087 06
BARTOE, JOHN-DAVID F.
NASA NAMES TAYLOR CHIEF SCIENTIST FOR
FREEDOM SPACE STATION
NASA RELEASE-90-61 P90-10061 06
BATTEI-, STEVEN J.
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES FOR NASA
SPACECRAFT ARRIVE AT GODDARD
INASA RELEASE-90-34 P90-10034 06
BAUM, STEFI A.
HUBBLE POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED
NASA RELEASE-90-38 P90-10038 06
BEALL, DONALD
TRULY PROMOTES SCIENCE AND MATH DURING
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
INASA RELEASE-90-25 P90-10025 06
BECHTEL, STEPHEN D.
TRULY PROMOTES SCIENCE AND MATH DURING
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
NASA RELEASE-90-25 P90-10025 06
BECKHAM, JOHN
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-90-66 P90-10066 06
BEECH, PETER
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-122] P90-10122 06
BENNETT, CHARLES L.
EARLY CORE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
NASA RELEASE-90-51 1°90-10005 06
BENNIN_ TRACY LEA
NASA SELECIS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-90-87] P90-10OB7 06
BENSIMON, MARC
SPACE STATION INTEGRATED DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
NASA RELEASE-90-165[ P90-10165 06
BENSON, ROBERT
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-90-631 P_-I0063 06
BERKY, MARTIN
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE PgO- 10167 05
BERNHARDT, PAUL A.
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEtN
I NASA RE LEASE-90-93 J Pg0-10093 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-94t 1:)90-10094 06
BERRA, YOGI
SPACE SHUTTLE TO LUNAR ORBIT; EXCERPTS
FROM REMARKS TO: 9TH INTERNATIONAL SPACE
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE P90-10180 09
_2
BERRY, DAVID E.
NASA, C&P AND STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
SUPPORT PROJECT LASER
[NASA RELEASE-90-1101 P90-10110 06
BERRY, WILLIAM E.
NEW ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT DIVISION
ESTABLISHED AT NASA AMES
I NASA RELEASE-90-73 ) PgO- 10073 06
BERTOTFI, BRUNO
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
BIBRING, JEAN-PIERRE
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE*90-1501 P90-10150 06
BLACK, DAVID
NASA NAMES TAYLOR CHIEF SCIENTIST FOR
FREEDOM SPACE STATION
t NASA RELEASE-90-61 t P90-10061 06
MYTH AND REALJTY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIATIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
P°J0-10187 05
SLAHA, JOHN E.
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
[STS-43, STS-44, STS-45)
)NASA RELEASE-90-72r P90-10072 06
BLANC, MICHEL
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-I0150 06
BLANCHARD, ROBERT C.
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
NASA RELEASE 90-631 P90-10063 06
BLAND, GEOFF
NASA TOCONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
NASA RELEASE-90-931 P90-10093 Ore
BLESS, ROBERT
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
BLOCH, ERICH
TRULY PROMOTES SCIENCE AND MATH DURING
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
NASA RELEASE-90 251 P90-10025 06
BOGGESS, ALBERT
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
NASA RELEASE-90-441 PoJ0-10044 06
BOGGESS, NANCY W.
EARLY CORE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
NASA RELEASE-90-51 P90-10005 06
SOHLIN, J. DAVID
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
BOLDEN, CHARLES F., JR.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
NASA RELEASE-90-44 _ P90-10044 06
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-43, STS-44, STS-45)
INASA RELEASE-90-721 P90-10072 06
BOLGRIEN, DAVID WILLIAM
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-871 P90-t0087 06
BOLTE, MICHAEL J.
HUBBLE POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED
INASA RELEASE-gO-38{ P90-10038 06
BONDAR, ROBERTA L
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
FNASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX





TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT






NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
BORI_T, JOHN
U.S,/U.S.S R. SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
INASA RELEASE-90-13BI 1°90-10138 06
BORlU_KI, WILLU_I
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
INASA RELEASE-90-101 I P90-10101 06
BOSKIN, MIKE
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL. WASHINGTON, D,C
P90-10171 05
BOUCHARD, BENOIT
TRULY PRESENTED SPACE MODEL BY CANADIAN
SCHOOL
NASA RELEASE-90-651 P90-10065 06
BOURNE, ROBERT B.
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-90-6Eq P90-10066 06
BOWERSOX, KENNETH O.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
NASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
BOWYER, STUART
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES FOR NASA
SPACECRAFT ARRIVE AT GOODARD
NASA RELEASE-90-341 P90-10034 06
BRAHIC, ANDRE
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
BRAND, VANCE DEVOE
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
NASA RELEASE-90-441 PojO-t0044 O6
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90 631 P'90-10063 06
BRANDENSTEIN, DANIEL C.
SHUTTLE CREW COMMANDERS REASSIGNED
[NASA RELEASE-90-96t I:>90-10096 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
NASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-t0163 06
BRANDT, JOHN C.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
NASA RELEASE-90-44 I I::=90-10044 06
BRAUNINGER, H.
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-90-661 P90-t0066 06
BRAUNSCHWEIG, ANNE MARIE
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-90-B7i P90-10087 06
I_IICE, NEIL
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
BBtDWELL, G. PORTER
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-122[ P<:J0-10122 06
BRIZZOLARA, FRANKLIN
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-63 t 1:)90-10063 06
BROMUEY, O. ALLAN
TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
INASA RELEASE-90-1471 1:)90-10147 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION TASK FORCE ON GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE Pg0-10169 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10171 05
BROOME, DOUGLAS R.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
NASA RELEASE-90-44] P90-I0044 06
B/IOWELL EDWARD
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC
NASA RELEASE-9041 I P90-10041 06
BROWN, JAY F.
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
NASA RELEASE-90-93} P90-10093 06
BROWN, MARGARET K. M.
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-90-87] P90-110087 06
BROWN, MARK N.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
NASA RELEASE-90-163] P90-10163 06
BROWN, ROBERT H.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-1501 1:)90-10150 06
BROWN, RON
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
BUCHANAN, PAUL
COMPUTERIZED MEDICAL REFERENCE HAS SPACE
AND EARTH APPLICATIONS
NASA RELEASE-90-30t Pgo-Io030 06
BUCHLI, JAMES F.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
NASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
BUGG, CHARLES E.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUDDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
INASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
BUNNER, ALAN N.
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-90-661 P90-10066 06
BURNS, JOSEPH A.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-150L P90-10t50 06
BURR, PETER T.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUDDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
_ NASA RELEASE-90-44 _ P90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE+90-63] P90-10063 06
BURSCH, DANIEL W.
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
I NASA RELEASE 90-71 1:)90 -10007 06
BUSEY, JAMES B.
NASA AND FAA SIGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS
r NASA RELEASE-90-131 I P90-10131 06
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE SYMPOSIUM FOR LINE PILOTS ON
MANAGING THE MODERN COCKPIT; DALLAS. TEXAS
P90-10192 05
BUSH, GEORGE
MANAGEMENT OF POLAR PLATFORM TO CHANGE
]NASA RELEASE-90-101 P90-10010 06
NEW DIRECTORS NAMED FOR INTERNATIONAL
AND INDUSTRY RELATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-201 P90-10020 06
NEW ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT DIVISION
ESTABLISHED AT NASA AMES
I NASA RELEASE-90-73 ; P90-10073 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCED
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-74) P90-10074 06
NASA'S JET PROPULSION LABORATORY TESTS
PLANETARY ROVER
(NASA RELEASE-90-85J P90-10085 06
ALDRICH NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS BY
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
INASA RELEASE-90-1341 P90-10134 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
JNASA RELEASE-90-160] P90-10160 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
Pg0-10166 05
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET
PROPULSION SYMPOSIUM; ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
P90-10168 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY: ECONOMIC CLUB OF DETROIT;
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN P90-10170 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUBI
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, DC
P90-10171 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO THE TOWN HALL OF CALIFORNIA; LOS
ANGELES. CALIFORNIA P90-10172 05
STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. TRULY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SPACE; COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND
TRANSPORTATION; UNITED STATES SENATE
P90-10173 05
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES; AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, O.C
P90-10174 05
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ENGINEERING
COLLOQUIUM CONTRACTINGOUT --HASNASA GONE
TOO FAR? Pg0 10176 05
REMARKS BY J R THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS P90-10178 05
PRESS CONFERENCE OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK. NEW YORK P90-10182 05
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH EROS DATA CENTER
DEDICATION; SIOUX FALLS. SD P90-10184 05
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY FALL FACULTY
CONVOCATION P90-10185 05
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS; PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
P90-10186 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE
EXPLORATION INITIA rIVE; HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
PgO-IO187 05
NASA HEADQUARTERS HONOR AWARDS
CEREMONY Pg0-10188 05
WELCOMING REMARKS EISENHOWER
CENTENNIAL SPACE ROUNDTABLE: A LOOK TO THE
FUTURE P90-10189 05
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE: TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P90-10190 05
EXCERPTS OF REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY TO TECHNOLOGY 2000 CONFERENCE;
WASHINGTON, DC P90-10191 05
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: ALFRED M. LANDON
LECTURE; KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY. MANHATTAN,
KANSAS P90-10193 05
BUSHNELL, DENNIS
NASA ENGINEERS AND MARINE SCIENTISTS TEST
BAY CLEANUP TECHNOLOGY




DISCOVERY TO STATION HUDDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
[NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10"_22 06
CAMERON, KENNETH O.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUDDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
CAMPBELL JOHN H.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUDDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
CAMPBELL THOMAS
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
CARLSON, HERBERT C.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTRSPACE'
[NASA RELEASE-gEL94 I P90-10094 06
CARR, FRANK A.
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS41
I NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
CARR, NELLIE N.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUDDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
[NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
CARTER, MANLEY L, JR.
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED;
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
INASA RELEASE-90-131 P90-10013 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
CARUSI, ANDREA
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
CASANI, JOHN R.
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS*41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
CASELEY, PETER
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE.90-122) P90-10_22 06
CASH, WEBSTER
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
CO_fET AUSTIN
NASA RELEASE-90-571 P90-10057 06
CASPER, JOHN H.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
NASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
CASSINI, JEAN DOMINIQUE
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
CASTELLANO, JOHN P.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
NASA RELEASEog0-941 P90-10094 06
CAVANAUGH, STEVE
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
NASA RELEASE-90-1271 P90-10127 06
CHAFFEE, ROGER BRUCE
APOLLO 204 SPACECRAFT TO BE STORED AT CAPE
CANAVERAL AF STATION
NASA RELEASE-90-60J P90-10060 06
B-3
CHAMIS, CHRISTOS
APOLLO 204 CAPSULE TO REMAIN AT THE LANGLEY
RESEARCH CENTER
{ NASA RELEASE-90-76{ P90-10076 06
CHAMIS, CHRISTOS
NASA TECHNOLOGIES BENEFIT MEDICAL
ORTHOPEDIC SCIENCE
INASA RELEASE-90-142J P90-10142 06
CHANG-DIAZ, FRANKLIN R.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOIl FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
{ NASA RELEASE-90-163{ 1::>90-10163 06
CHENG, EDWARD S.
EARLY COBE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
[NASA RELEASE+90-51 P90-10005 06
CHIAO, LEROY
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
iNASA RELEASE-90-TJ P90-10007 06
CNILDRESS, WILLIAM MICHAEL
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-871 P90-10087 06
CRILTON, KEVIN P.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
{ NASA RELEASE-90-1631 Pgo- 10163 06
CHRISTY, JOHN
SCIENTISTS ADVANCE MONITORING OF GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES
INASA RELEASE-90-451 P90-1OO45 06
CHUIKO, v. M.
U S./U.S.S.R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
INASA RELEASE-90-138{ P90-10138 O6
ClNTRON, NrFZA
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
INASA RELEASE-90-155[ P90-10155 06
CLARK, ROGER N.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
CLARK,SON, THOMAS W.
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-90-135_ P90-10135 06
CLAYTON, GEOFFERY
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
{ NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-t0044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-63J P90-1(X)63 06
CLEAVE, MARY L
ASTRONAUT CREW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVITY MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-90-1 { P90-10001 06
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-9{ P90-10'009 06
SCIENCE PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED;
CARTER REPLACES CLEAVE ON IML-1
{NASA RELEASE-90.13} P90-10013 06
TRULY PROMOTES SCIENCE AND MATH DURING
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
[ NASA RELEASE-90-251 P90-10025 06
CMFFORD, MICHAEL R. g.
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
INASA RELEASE-90-71 P90-10007 (_
CUFTON, STUART
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-g0-63) P90-10063 06
COAKLEY, JAMES A., JR.
SCIENTIST REPORTS POLl. UTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-90-171 P90-10017 06
COCKRELL, KENNETH 0.
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
INASA RELEASE-90-7I P90-10007 06
COI_, J_RTNUR D.
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-63] P90-10063 06
B-4
COHEN, AARON
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE iN EARTH ORBIT
INASA RELEASE-90-441 I)90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90_31 P90-10063 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
COLLINS, EILEEN M.
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
INASA RELEASE-90-71 P90-10007 06
COMBES, MICHAEL
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-150} P90-10150 06
COMFFON, DALE L
PETERSON NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF AMES
RESEARCH CENTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-36{ P9C1-10036 06
NASA DEDICATES HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB AT
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
[ NASA RELEASE-90-53 J P90-10053 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
[ NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
VETERAN ASTRONAUT HAWLEY TO ACCEPT
EXECUTIVE POSITION AT AMES
I NASA RELEASE-90-77 I P90-10077 06
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES-DRYDEN
INASA RELEASE-90-1491 P90-10149 06
CONI:X)N, ESTELLE
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC
I NASA RELEASE-90-41 I P90-t0041 06
CONWAY, JOHN T.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
[ NASA RELEASE-90-44 [ P90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
i NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-90-661 P90-10066 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-94 [ Pg0-10094 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
COOK, TIMOTHY
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
I NASA RELEASE-90-57 J P90-10057 06
COOL, JOHN R.
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
{NASA RELEASE-90-127 I P90-10127 06
CORADINI, ANGIOLETTA
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
COVAULT, CRAIG
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE Pg0-10167 05
COVEY, RICHARD O.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
{NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
CRAIG, MARK
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PFIOGRAM
Pgo- 10181 05
CHEIGHTON, JOHN O.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-163 [ P90-10163 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
CRIPPEN, ROBERT LAUREL
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-44} P90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-63] P90-10063 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-122} P90-10122 06
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
INASA RELEASE-90-127] P90-10127 06
CRONIN, MICHAEL
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-122} P90-10122 06
CHOSE, GREG
NASA ANNOUNCES t990 SPIP AWARDS
INASA RELEASE-90-109J P90-10109 06
CROSSFIELD, ALBERT ScoTr
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB;
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90o10177 05
CROUCH, ROGER K.
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
CRUIKSHANK, DALE P.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
CULBERTSON, FRANK L.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
t NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
CURRY, JOHN A.
ALDRICH NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS BY
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
I NASA RELEASE-90-1341 P90-10134 06
CUSIMANO, CATHERINE
NASA HIGHLIGHTS DE 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
CUZZl, JEFFREY N,
NEW MOON DISCOVERED ORBITING PLANET
SATURN
INASA RELEASE-90-1031 P90-10103 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-150J P90-10150 06
D
DALE, DAVID
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-t0122 06
DANA, BILL
NASA F-15 DEMONSTRATES SELF-REPAIRING
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
I NASA RELEASE-90-431 P90-10043 06
DANLY, LAURA
HUBBLE POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED
INASA RELEASE-90-381 P90-10038 06
DARMAN, DICK
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, DC
P'90-10171 05
DAVIDSEN, ARTHUR F.
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-63{ P90-10063 06
DAVIS, BOB
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE Pgo- t0167 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
DEL GENIO, ANTHONY D.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-150t P90-10150 06
DEL SOLE, TIMOTHY MICHAEL
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
{NASA RELEASE-90-87j P90-10087 06
DELUCAS, LAWRENCE J.
NASA SELECTS MtCROGRAVITY MISSION PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES
[NASA BELEASE-90-10BJ P90+10108 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHU3-rLE FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE90-1631 P90-10163 (}6
DENT, DUCKY
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90-10t82 05
DES MARAIS, DAVID
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
INASA RELEASE-90-128J P90-10128 06
DIAZ, ALPHONSO V.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HURDLE SPACE
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ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90 1221 P90-10122 06
MCEWEN, ALFRED S.
NASA SELECTS _NVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90.1501 P90-t0150 06
MCGINNISS, VINCE
DISCOVERY TO STATION HURDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90 44J P90-10044 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE 90 122i P90 10122 06
MCGOOGAN, JOE
TALKING POINTS FOR 45TH ANNIVERSARY1




NASA F-15 DEMONSTRATES SELF-REPAIRING
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
I NASA RELEASE-90-431 P90-10043 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-63 I P90-10063 06
MEADE, CARL J.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HURDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
( NASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
MEEKS, WILLIS G.
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
MELNICK, BRUCE E.
DISCOVERY TO STATtON HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE iN EARTH ORBIT
t NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 0,6
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-122J P90-10122 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
( NASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
MENDE, STEVEN B.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
"EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-94 J P90-10094 06
MENDILLO, MICHAEL M.
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
tN KWAJALEIN
) NASA RELEASE 90-93 ] P90-10093 06
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
EARTHSPACE'
[NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-I0094 06
MENNICKEN, JAN B.
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-90-66 ) P90-10066 06
MERBOLD, ULF D.
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
) NASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
NASA RELEASE 90 44 j PgO 10044 06
MESSINA, PAUL
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
NASA RELEASE-90-1511 P90-10151 06
MEYER, DONALD D.
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
MEYER, STEPHAN S.
EARLY CORE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
NASA RELEASE-90-51 P90-10005 06
MILLER, DAN
JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
INASA RELEASE+90-1241 P90-10124 06
MILLER, TOM
JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
JNASA RELEASE 90-1241 P90-10124 06
MITCHELL, CARY A.
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-90-I35r P90 10135 06
MITCHELL, ROYCE
FIRING 'OLD' SHUTTLE ROCKET MOTORS HAS
BENEFITS FOR FUTURE
I NASA RE[ EASE 90 6[ P90 10006 06
MITCHELL, THOMAS
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS
PLANETARY ROBOT FOR NASA
I NASA RELEASE-90-69 i P90 10069 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
MITTERAND, FRANCOIS
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
YORK, NEW YORK P90-I0182 05
MOHRI, MAMORU
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
{ NASA RELEASE-90-106) P90-10106 06
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
{NASA RELEASE-90-158] P90-10158 06
MONEY, KENNETH E.
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-9] P90-10009 06
MOORE, JAMES W.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
[ NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
MOOREHEAD, ROBERT
SPACE STATION INTEGRATED DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-90-165) P90-10165 06
MORGAN, JOANNE H.
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-122) P90-10122 06
MORROW, RICHARD
TRULY PROMOTES SCIENCE AND MATH DURING
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
INASA RELEASE-90-25[ P90-10025 06
MOSELEY, S. HARVEY, JR.
EARLY CORE RESULTS tN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
I NASA RELEASE 90-51 P90 10005 06
MUENCH, JOANNA ELIZABETH
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-871 P90-10087 06
MULLANE, RICHARD MICHAEL
ASTRONAUT MULLANE TO RETIRE FROM NASA, AIR
FORCE
INASA FIELEASE-90_281 P90-10028 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
) NASA RE[ EASE-90-160 } P90-10160 06
MURDOCK, THOMAS L.
EARLY CORE RESULTS IN ACCORD WITH BIG BANG
THEORY
[NASA RELEASE-90-51 P90-10005 06
MURRAY, CARL D.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR (:ASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90 10150 06
MURRAY, ROBERT F.
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS 41
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE 90 1221 P90-10122 06
MURRAY, STEPHEN R.
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-90 661 P90-10066 06
MURRIN, THOMAS
TRULY PROMOTES SCIENCE AND MATH DURING
NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
INASA RELEASE 90-251 P90-10025 06
MUSGRAVE, FRANKLIN STORY
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-43, STS-44, STS 45}
INASA RELEASE-90 721 P90-10072 06
MUSTIN, HENRY C.
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AVIATION CLUB:
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P90-10177 05
N
NAGEL, A. L.
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
) NASA RELEASE-90-1151 P90-10115 06
NAGEL, STEVEN R.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
[NASA RELEASE-90-44) P90-10044 06
NAGY, ANDREW F.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
NELSON, JON THOMAS
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
rNASA RELEASE-90-87) P90-10087 06
NELSON, ROBERT M.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE 90-150] P90-10150 06
NEUKUM, GERHARD
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASS)NI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
NEWMAN, JAMES H.
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
I NASA RELEASE-90-71 P90-10007 06
NICHOLSON, LEONARD S.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE 90-63 ) P90-10063 06
HYDROGEN LEAK DISCOVERED ON SHUTTLE
ATLANTIS
I NASA RELEASE-90 891 P90 10089 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE 90 1221 P90-10122 06
NICOGOSSIAN, ARNAULD
US AND U S S R CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90-1301 P90-10130 06
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-90-1351 P90-10135 06
U S /U S S R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
INASA RELEASE-90-1381 P90-10138 06
NICOLLIER, CLAUDE
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 M_XED FLEET
MANIFEST
[NASA RELEASEg0 1581 P90-10158 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
NISHIMURA, JUN
NASA AND JAPAN SIGN GEOTAIL AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-90 4 I P90-10004 06
NOCI, GIANCARLO
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90 1221 P90-10122 06
NOELLE, DALE
PRESS CONFERENCE OUTREACH PROGRAM
P9O- 10181 05
NONEMAN, STEVEN
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-63 I P90-10063 06
NUTH, VANNAROTH
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-90-87 ) P90-10087 06
0
O'BRIEN, JOHN E.
NASA ESTABLISHES SPACE COMMERCE STEERING
GROUP
i NASA RELEASE 90-1 t21 P90-10112 06
PARKER, ROBERT ALLAN RIDLEY
O'CONNOR, BRYAN D.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-44 ) P90-10044 06
O'DELL, C. ROBERT
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-44 I P90-10044 06
OBERTH, HERMANN
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-44 I P90-10044 06
OCHOA, ELLEN
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
I NASA RELEASE-90-71 P90-10007 06
OR, JIRYUN
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
I NASA RELEASE-90-160] P90-10160 06
OLIVlER, JEAN R.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-44 ] P90-10044 06
ORZECHOWSKh R. E.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE"
[ NASA RELEASE-90-94 I P90-10094 06
OSHIMA, TOMOJI
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-90 1061 P90-10t06 06
OSTRO, STEVEN J.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
OSWALD, STEPHEN S.
ASTRONAUT CREW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVITY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1 I P90-10001 06
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
OTTERBEIN, MANFRED
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-90-66) P90-10066 06
OUSLEY, GILBERT W., SR.
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-90-661 P90-10066 06
OWEN, TOBIAS C.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
P
PAINE, THOMAS
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C
P90-10174 05
PALOMA, JUAN
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
PARISE, RONALD A.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-90-631 P90-10063 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-I0160 045
PARKER, ROBERT ALLAN RIDLEY
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-44 ] P90-10044 06
B-11
PAWLICK, JOSEPH F., JR.
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-63} P90-10063 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
INASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
PAWUCK, ,JOSEPH F., JR.
COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
PLANNED
INASA RELEASE-90-83] P90-10083 06
PECKHAM, SCOTT DALE
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-87] P90-10087 06
PEDERSEN, KENNETH S.
FINARELLI NAMED ACTING HEAD OF EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-107 J P90-10107 06
PELLERIN, CHARLES J., JR.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
INASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90_631 P90-10063 06
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-90-661 P90-10066 06
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
INASA RELEASE-90-1111 P90-10111 06
PENZAIS, ARNO
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
{NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
PIERRY, TflOMAS W.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
[NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
PETERSEN, RICHARD H.
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-90-63_ P90-10063 06
PETIERSON, GREGORY S.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
[NASA RELEASE-90-44J P90-10044 06
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
[NASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
PETERSON, THOMAS CARL
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-871 P90-10087 06
PETERSON, VICTOR L
PETERSON NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF AMES
RESEARCH CENTER
{NASA RELEASE-90-361 P90-10036 06
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-63 P90-10063 06
PETIERSON, WILLIAM K.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
NASA RELEASE*90-94 P90.10094 06
PETRE, ROlllE RT
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-90-66 P90-10066 06
_V, N. N.
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
NASA RELEASE-90-105 P90-10105 06
PIFBdFIF, BOllERT F_ JR.
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KVVAJALEIN
NASA RELEASE-90-93 P90-10093 06
PICARDI, GIOVANNI
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
NASA RELEASE-90-150 P90-10150 06
PIEPEFI, BRIAN
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
"EARTHSPACE'
NASA RELEASE-90-94 P90-10094 06
B-12
PIERCE, I.ARS LOWELL
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-90-871 P90-10087 06
PIERI, DAVID
JOINT NASA, USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
I NASA RELEASE-90-124J P90-10124 06
PINE, DAVID J.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-441 P90-10044 06
PLATO
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE 247TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
BIRTH OF THOMAS JEFFERSON; JEFFERSON
MEMORIAL TIDAL BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P90-10175 05
PLUMB, ALAN
STUDY DETECTS POSSIBLE OZONE LOSS OVER
ARCTIC
[NASA RELEASE-90-41J P90-10041 06
13011L HENRY O.
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1221 P90-10122 06
POLLACK, JAMES B.
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
{NASA RELEASE-90-1281 P90-10128 06
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
PONGRATZ, MORRIS B.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
I NASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
POOL SAM
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
I NASA RELEASE-90 1551 P90-10155 06
PORCO, CAROLYN C.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1501 P90-10150 06
PORTER, ROGER
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON, DC
P90-I0171 05
PRAHL, JOSEPH M.
NASA SELECTS MICROGRAVITY MISSION PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES
iNASA RELEASE-90-t08i P90-10108 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-1631 P90-10163 06
PRECOURT, CHARLES J.
1990 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
INASA RELEASE-90-71 P90-10007 06
PRICE, CHARLES R.
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF t990
I NASA RELEASE-90-1601 P90-10160 06
SPACE STATION INTEGRATED DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE*90-1651 P90-10165 06
PRICE, ROBERT
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-90-66[ P90-10066 06
PRINCE, THOMAS A.
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
I NASA RELEASE-90-151 I P90-10151 06
PROCASKY, E.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
INASA RELEASE-90-941 P90-10094 06
PUDDY, DONALD R.
SHUTTLE CREW COMMANDERS REASSIGNED
[NASA RELEASE 90 961 P90-t0096 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
ASTRONAUT MCCULLEY TO RETIRE FROM THE
NAVY AND LEAVE NASA
[ NASA RELEASE-90-119 [ P90-10119 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS*41
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-122} P90-10122 06
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
I NASA RELEASE-90-161} P90-10161 06
TRULY TO IMPLEMENT IMMEDIATELY SOME
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-162} P90-10162 06
PURIFOY, DANA D.
NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
INASA RELEASE-90-B4_ P90-10084 06
PUTCHA, LAKSHMI
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
INASA RELEASE-90-1551 P90-10155 06
Q
QUAYLE, DAN
VICE PRESIDENT EMPHASIZES WHITE HOUSE
SPACE COMMITMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-22] P90-10022 06
GODDARD TROPHY CEREMONY PLANNED AT
WHITE HOUSE
INASA RELEASE-90-42} P90-10042 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCED
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-90-741 P90-10074 06
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION: ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL ROCKET
PROPULSION SYMPOSIUM; ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
P90-10168 05
ADDRESS TO: THE NATIONAL SPACE CLUB;
L'ENFANT PLAZA HOTEL, WASHINGTON. DC
P90-10171 05
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, DC.
Pgo- 10174 05
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ENGINEERING
COLLOQUIUM; CONTRACTING OUT -- HAS NASA GONE
TOO FAR? P90-10176 05
REMARKS BY J R THOMPSON, NASA DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR, BEFORE THE AVIATION SPACE
WRITERS Pgo- 10178 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
MYTH AND REALITY: NASA AND THE SPACE




SCIENTIST REPORTS POLLUTION IN CLOUDS CAN
COOL EARTH'S CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-90-17J P90-10017 06
RANKIN, THOMAS
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE÷90-631 1:)90-10063 06
RAPLEY, CHRIS G.
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1501 Pg0 10150 06
READDY, WILLIAM F.
ASTRONAUT CREW NAMED TO INTERNATIONAL
MICROGRAVITY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-1 I P90-10001 06
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA REL EASE-90-44 ] P90-10044 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
REAGAN, RONALO
RICHARD NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR FOR COMMUNICATIONS
INASA RELEASE-90-55{ P<:J0-10055 06
US AND USSR AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-90-1051 P90-10105 06
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE: TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP;
ORLANDO. FLORIDA P90-10190 05
REASONER, DAVID L.
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
'EARTHSPACE'
{NASA RELEASE-90-94] P90-10094 06
REEVES, WILLIAM D.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
{NASA RELEASE-90o44 J P90-10044 06
REIGHTLER, KENNETH S., JR.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-163 J P90-10163 06
REINS, LON
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION ADMIRAL TRULY'S BUDGET NEWS
CONFERENCE P90-10167 05
RICHARD, SUE MATHIS
RICHARD NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR FOR COMMUNICATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-90-551 P90-I0055 06
RICHARDS, RICHARD N.
DISCOVERY TO STATION HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IN EARTH ORBIT
I NASA RELEASE-90-44) P90-10044 06
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-41
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-122] P90-10122 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
]NASA RELEASE-90-163} P90-10163 06
RICHIE, WAYNE
NASA ANNOUNCED PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB IML-1 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-90-91 P90-10009 06
RICKENBACKER, EDDIE
NASA'S FIRST 'A' MARKS 75 YEARS OF
ACHIEVEMENT
INASA RELEASE-90-351 P90-10035 06
RIDE, SALLY K.
28TH GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: SESSION
I - HUMAN EXPLORATION INITIATIVES: AN OVERVIEW;
WASH(NGTON HILTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Pg0-10174 05
PRESS CONFERENCE: OUTREACH PROGRAM
P90-10181 05
RODNEY, GEORGE Jib
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
I NASA RELEASE-90-621 P90-10062 06
HUBSLE BOARD OF INVESTIGATION NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-90-91 j P90-10091 06
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
INASA RELEASE-90-145] P90-t0145 06
SEVENTH ANNUAL NASA/CONTRACTORS
CONFERENCE: TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP;
ORLANDO, FLORIDA P90-10190 05
ROEMER, HERBERT
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
{NASA RELEASE-90-661 P90-10066 06
ROGERS, BILL
EXCERPTS FROM REMARKS PREPARED FOR
DELIVERY AT THE DOWN TOWN ASSOCIATION; NEW
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GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
9 APR 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-51
Pgo- 10052
X-29 SHOWS UNEXPECTED MANEUVERABILITY IN
'HIGH ALPHA" FLIGHT
9 APR 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-52
P90-10053
NASA DEDICATES HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB AT
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
11 APR 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-53
PgO- 10054
NASA EXPERIMENT TO BRIGHTEN EASTER SKY
13 APR 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-54
P90-10055
RICHARD NAMED DEPUTY ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR FOR COMMUNICATIONS
17 APR 1990 lp NASA RELEASE 90 55
Pgo- 10056
NASA ENGINEERS AND MARINE SCIENTISTS TEST
BAY CLEANUP TECHNOLOGY
19 APR 1990 3p NASA RELEASE 90 56
P0@- 10057
NASA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS TO OBSERVE
COMET AUSTIN
20 APR 1990 2p NASA RELEASE 90-57
PgO- 10058
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR CONSORT 3
23 APR 1990 2p NASA RELEASE 90 58
P90-10@59
NASA F 16X[ AIRCRAFT LAMINAR FLOW STUDIES
SET TO BEGIN
23 APR 1990 2p NASA RELEASE 90 59
APOt tO 204 SPACECRAFT TO RE STORED A1 CAPE
CANAVERAL. AF STATION
I MAY 1990 Ip NASA RELEASE 90-60
P90-1(_6 I
NASA NAMES TAYLOR CHtEt SCIENTIST FOR
FREEDOM SPACE SfAIION
2 MAY 1990 lp NASA FIELEASE 90-61
lingO- 1_062
NINE FIRMS NAMED NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
FINALISTS
2 MAY 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-62
P_)- 1_)63
COLUMBIA TO FLY ASTRONOMY MISSION
MAY 1990 44p NASA RELEASE 90-63
IxJ@- 1(X)64
TWO COMMUNICA [tONS SATELLITES TO BE
I. AUNCHED IN MAY
3 MAY 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-64
F-2
TRULY PRESENTED SPACE MODEL BY CANADIAN
SCHOOL
7 MAY 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-65
P9_10066
ROSAT SPACECRAFT TO EXPLORE HIGH ENERGY
UNIVERSE
MAY 1990 1Bp NASA RELEASE-90 66
P90-10@67
NASA STUDIES EFFECT OF TROPICAL-FOREST
BURNING ON GREENHOUSE GAS
8 MAY 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-67
Pg0-10068
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT TO DEVELOP
ADVANCED SOUD ROCKET MOTOR
14 MAY 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-68
Pg0-10069
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS
PLANETARY ROBOT FOR NASA
17 MAY 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-69
P90-10070
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT ARRIVES AT CAPE TO
BEGIN LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
17 MAY 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-70
P90-10011
DOD/NASA ANNOUNCE NATIONAL AERO-SPACE
PLANE CONTRACTOR TEAM
24 MAY 1990 1p NASA RELEASE-90-71
P90-10072
SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED FOR 1991 MISSIONS
(STS-43, S/S-44, STS-45)
24 MAY 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-72
P90-10073
NEW ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT DIVISION
ESTABLISHED AT NASA AMES




31 MAY 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-74
P0@- 10075
SPACE GRANT COLLEGE AND FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM PHASE II ANNOUNCED
31 MAY 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-75
P90-10076
APOLLO 204 CAPSULE TO REMAIN AT THE LANGLEY
RESEARCH CENTER
31 MAY 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-76
P90-10077
VETERAN ASTRONAUT HAWLEY TO ACCEPT
EXECUTIVE POSITION AT AMES
7 JUN 1990 2p NASA RELEASE 90-77
Pgo- 10078
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE PROGRAM IS
TERMINATED
7 JUN 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90 78
P90-10019
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH CONSORTIUM OF
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
11 JUN 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-9{)-79
PgO- 1 0@80
NASA ANNOUNCES F_RST NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER CONFERENCE
12 JUN 1990 2p NASA RELEASE 90-80
P90-10081
NASA ANNOUNCED NEXT STEPS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION OUTREACH PROGRAM
13 JUN 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-81
P 90-10082
MAKING FRESH VEGETABLES ON LONGDURATION
SPACE TRAVEL




!4 JUN 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-83
Pg0.10084
NASA/USAF X-29 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR
PUBLIC VIEWING
20 JtJN 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-84
NEWS RELEASES
ll_IJO- 10@85
NASA'S JET PROPULSION LABORATORY TESTS
PLANETARY ROVER
21 JUN 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-85
P90-10086
CONTEL TO TRANSFER TITLE OF TDRSS TO NASA
21 JUN 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-86
PgO- 10087
NASA SELECTS 37 STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL
CHANGE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
22 JUN 1990 3p NASA RELEASE 90-87
Pg_ 10088
NASA CHOOSES INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY IN-SPACE
TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
27 JUN 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-88
Pgo- 10089
HYDROGEN LEAK DISCOVERED ON SHUTTLE
ATLANTIS
29 JUN 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-89
Pgo- 1000@
CONTROLLED REST PERIODS SHOWN TO IMPROVE
PILOT ALERTNESS
2 JUL 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-90
P90-10091
HUBBLE BOARD OF INVESTIGATION NAMED
2 JUL 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-91
I)90-10@92
NASA, ORBITAL SCIENCES CORPORATION SIGN
AGREEMENT
3 JUL. 1990 Ip NASA RELEASE 90 92
PgO- 10093
NASA TO CONDUCT SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN
IN KWAJALEIN
6 JUL 1990 3p NASA RELEASE 90-93
PgO- 10094
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
EARTHSPACE
JUL t990 25p NASA RELEASE.90-94
P90-10095
SPACE SHUTTLE ENDEAVOUR POWERED-ON
6 JUL 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-95
P90-10096
SHUTTLE CREW COMMANDERS REASSIGNED
9 JUL 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-96
Pg0-10097
CRRES LAUNCH SET FOR JULY TO STUDY
EARTHSPACE'
10 JUL 1990 2p NASA RELEASE 90-97
P90-10098
CRRES LAUNCH DELAYED ONE TO TWO WEEKS
12 JUL I990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-gB
PgO- 10099
NASA TO FEATURE AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AT
EAA CONVENTION
18 JUL 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-99
P90-10100
SPACE SHUTTLE DRAG CHUTE TESTS SET TO
BEGIN AT AMES-DRYDEN
18 JUL 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90 100
P90-10101
PIONEER STUDIES LIGHTNING ON VENUS
23 JUL 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-101
P90-10102
U S AND CANADIAN SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
23 JUL 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90 102
P90-10103
NEW MOON DISCOVERED ORBITING PLANET
SATURN
24 JUL 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-103
P90-10104
STATEMENT BY NASA DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR ON
LAUNCH OF CRRES/ATLAS-1
25 JUL 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-104
P90-10105
US AND USSR AGREE ON OZONE MONITORING
FROM SPACE
27 JUL 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-105
NEWS RELEASES
P90-10106
NASA AND JAPAN AGREE ON NEW AREAS OF SPACE
COOPERATION
27 JUL. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-106
P90-10107
FINARELLI NAMED ACTING HEAD OF EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
2 AUG. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-107
P90-10105
NASA SELECTS MICROGRAVITY MISSION PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST CANDIDATES
6 AUG. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-108
P90-10109
NASA ANNOUNCES 1990 SPIP AWARDS
6 AUG, 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-109
P90-10110
NASA. C&P AND STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
SUPPORT PROJECT LASER
6 AUG, 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-110
P90-10111
HST TAKES FAMILY PORTRAIT OF STARS OUTSIDE
MILKY WAY
13 AUG 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-111
1>90-10112
NASA ESTABLISHES SPACE COMMERCE STEERING
GROUP
20 AUG. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-t 12
1>90-10113
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM ROCKET ENGINE
DEFINED
22 AUG. 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-113
P90-10114
RESPONSE TO SEI OUTREACH PROGRAM STRONG.
NASA SAYS
22 AUG. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-114
POD-t0115
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE CONCEPT FOR JETLINER
FUEL ECONOMY
23 AUG. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-115
P90-10116
SPACE FLIGHT'S MAHON TO RETIRE
27 AUG, 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-116
P00,.10117
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE RESOLVES GASEOUS
RING AROUND SUPERNOVA
29 AUG. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-117
P90-10118
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE PEERS INTO CORE OF
DISTANT GALAXY
29 AUG. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-118
P90-10119
ASTRONAUT MCCULLEY TO RETIRE FROM THE
NAVY AND LEAVE NASA
29 AUG. lg90 lp NASA RELEASE-90-/19
1:190-10120
NASA TO TEST GAS IONIZATION THEORY OVER
SOUTH PACIFIC
31 AUG. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-120
Pg0-10121
ASTRONAUT MCCANDLESS RETIRES FROM NASA,
NAVY
10 SEP. 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-121
P90-101_
ULYSSES DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS*41
MISSION
OCT. 1990 33p NASA RELEASE-90-122
P90-10123
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH FEATURED IN
EDUCATION VIDEO BROADCAST
14 SEP. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-123
P90-10124
JOINT NASA. USGS AND SOVIET TEAM TO STUDY
RUSSIAN VOLCANOES
17 SEP. 1990 210 NASA RELEASE-90-124
PIN)-10125
PIONEER 10 MARKS NEW EPOCH iN SOLAR SYSTEM
EXPLORATION
18 SEP 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-125
P90-10126
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION RESEARCH GRANTS
19 SEP. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-126
F_0-10127
NASA NAMES SPACE SHUTTLE HYDROGEN LEAK
INVESTIGATION TEAM
19 SEP 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-127
P90-10128
HOT EARLY EARTH EVIDENCE MAY CHANGE LIFE
EVOLUTION THEORIES
21 SEP 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-128
P90-1012'9
COBE ENTERS NEW PHASE OF OPERATIONS AFTER
HELIUM DEPLETION
21 SEP 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-129
P90-I0130
U.S AND USSR CONTINUE SPACE BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE COOPERATION
25 SEP. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-130
P90-10131
NASA AND FAA SIGN AVIATION RESEARCH
AGREEMENTS
27 SEP, 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-131
P90-10132
NASA TO COSPONSOR SMALL BUSINESS
PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE
27 SEP 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-132
P90-10133
NASA ROSAT IMAGER RETURNS SUCCESSFUL
FIRST LIGHT PICTURES
1 OCT, 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-133
1>90-10134
ALDRICH NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS BY
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
2 OCT. 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-134
I_PO- 10195
NASA SELECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
3 OCT. 1990 1p NASA RELEASE-90-135
I_)0,,10136
NASA TO CONDUCT THRUST VECTORING
RESEARCH FLIGHTS
4 OCT. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-136
F_iO-10137
1990 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE EQUALS LOWEST
PREVIOUS LEVELS
11 OCT. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-137
POO- 10138
U S./U.SS R SPACE MEETINGS TO BE HELD
12 OCT 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-138
P90-10139
LUNAR MINING COULD PROVIDE FUTURE ENERGY
SOURCE FOR EARTH
17 OCT 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90o139
P90-10140
COBE SPACECRAFT TAKES FIRST IMAGES OF
INTERSTELLAR OUST
17 OCT. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-140
P90-10141
MAGELLAN TO TEMPORARILY HALT RADAR
MAPPING OF VENUS
19 OCT 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-141
P90-10142
NASA TECHNOLOGIES BENEFIT MEDICAL
ORTHOPEDIC SCIENCE
22 OCT. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90.142
P90-10143
NASA RENAMES EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR
GEORGE M. LOW
24 OCT, 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-143
P90-10144
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
25 OCT. 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-144
1_0-1014S
NASA PRESENTS EXCELLENCE AWARD TO
ROCKWELL AND MAROTTA
25 OCT. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-145
P90-10140
HUBBLE TO OBSERVE SATURN'S GREAT WHITE
SPOT
25 OCT. 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-146
I_N}-10147
TECHNOLOGY 2000: NASA OUTREACH TO
AMERICAN BUSINESS
30 OCT. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-147
PgO-1014S
NASA, TAOCORPS SIGN INFORMATION EXCHANGE
AGREEMENT
2 NOV, 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-148
PgO-1014g
NEW AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TO HEAD AMES-DRYDEN
5 NOV. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-149
Pgo-to1SO
NASA SELECTS INVESTIGATIONS FOR CASSINI
SATURN ORBITER MISSION
13 NOV. 1990 6p NASA RELEASE-90-150
P90-10151
NASA TO USE WORLD'S FASTEST
SUPERCOMPUTER
14 NOV. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-151
Pg0-10152
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
26 NOV. 1990 tp NASA RELEASE-90-152
P90-10153
NASA AND HONEYWELL CONDUCT AUTOMATED
LANDING RESEARCH
26 NOV. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-153
Pg0-10154
NASA RECEIVES AWARD FOR MINORITY BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
26 NOV 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-154
PgO- I0155
NEW TREATMENT EASES EFFECTS OF SPACE
MOTION SICKNESS
29 NOV. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-155
P90-10154_
REVIEW OF US/JAPAN SPACE COOPERATION
29 NOV. 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-g0-156
P90-10157
NASA AWARDS COMMERCIAL MIDDECK
AUGMENTATION MODULE CONTRACT
3 DEC 1990 lp NASA RELEASE-90-157
Pgo- I0158
NASA RELEASES DECEMBER 1990 MIXED FLEET
MANIFEST
5 DEC 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90*158
P90-10159
ASTRONAUT SPRINGER RETIRES FROM NASA,
MARINE CORPS
12 DEC f990 Ip NASA RELEASE-90-159
F_10-10160
NASA HIGHLIGHTS OF 1990
17 DEC 1990 21p NASA RELEASE-90-160
P90-10161
NASA LEADERSHIP MEETS WITH TASK FORCE
18 DEC 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-161
P90-10162
TRULY TO IMPLEMENT IMMEDIATELY SOME
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
18 DEC, 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-162
1_0-10163
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
19 DEC 1990 4p NASA RELEASE-90-163
I:q)O- 10164
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
OF REMOTE SENSING
20 DEC. 1990 3p NASA RELEASE-90-164
PgO-t0165
SPACE STATION INTEGRATED DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
26 DEC 1990 2p NASA RELEASE-90-_65
F-3



